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ABSTRACT 
MOUNT SHASTA: A REGIONAL HISTORY 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate a period in the history 
of the region surrounding Mount Shasta, a sentinel on the surface of 
the earth and in the minds of ancient as well as modern man. The study 
presents the area•s geologic history, its pre-history and discovery by 
the white man in order to provide the reader with an understanding of 
the later exploration and early settlement of the region. 
The emergence of the U.S. Forest Service and the creation of Shasta 
Forest as well as the evolution of Federal regulatory policy and control 
is presented along with a discussion of the area•s transition and recent 
wilderness legislation. 
It is the writer•s hope that this information might be utilized by 
others who are concerned with the preservation of the Shasta Peak Wilder-
ness Area. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The author was born and reared in Lassen County in the High 
Sierras. The love of the forest and the need to protect it was the 
driving force behind writing this paper. 
The nature of this study is to evaluate a period in the regional 
history of Mount Shasta. In order to appreciate the overall scope of 
this mighty mountain, the reader is taken back eons in time to the 
actual formation of the mountain itself. Most of the emphasis, however, 
is placed on the years 1891 to the present, or roughly 100 years, because 
the most dramatic changes have occurred during this period. 
The emphasis of this investigation is regional history. The study 
is divided into six chapters with the final one dealing with Shasta today. 
In Chapter One the writer briefly surveys the geologic history. Chapter 
Two reviews prehistory--the Indians and the mystery which shrouds the 
mountain. Chapter Three discusses discovery and exploration. Chapter Four 
covers briefly the beginning of settlement and land use. Chapter Five is 
divided into two parts-- the emergence of the U.S. Forest Service and 
creation of Shasta Forest along with the evolution of Federal regulatory 
policy and control. Chapter Six relates the transition of the Shasta-
Trinity National Forest of which Mount Shasta is a dominant part; the pro-
blems with land use and recent wilderness legislation. The Epilogue is 
devoted to the Shasta Forest as it is today and its perspectives for the 
future. 
viii 
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CHAPTER ONE 
SURVEY OF GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
Mount Shasta belongs to the Cascade Range, rising commandingly from 
a level of 4,000 feet to a height of 14,162 feet, with a base girth of 
70 miles. It is about 400 mil~s north of Mount Whitney of the Sierra 
and 75 miles south of Mount Mcloughlin of the Cascades. 1 Shasta is 
located at the head of the Sacramento Valley in N. Latitude 41° 30 1 and 
is the main source of the Sacramento River. 2 Clarence King described 
Mount Shasta as: 
... the single cone of an immense, extinct volcano. It 
occupies almost precisely the axial line of the Sierra 
Nevada, but the range, instead of carrying its great, wave-
like ridge through this region, breaks down in the neigh-
borhood of Lassen•s (peak) and for eighty miles northward 
is only represented by low, confused masses of mountain 
cut through and through by the canyon of the McCloud, Pitt, 
and Sacramento (rivers). 3 
Shasta•s splendid domination over the whole region gave many the 
impression it was the highest mountain in California, and even of the 
Pacific Coast. A United States exploring expedition in 1838 estimated 
it to be 18,000 feet. 4 In 1861, W. S. Moses, working for the Smith-
sonian Institute, fixed the height at 14,437 feet. The J. D. Whitney 
party, of the Geological Survey of California determined Shasta•s height 
1Jerry E. Bronaugh, 11 Mount Shasta, 11 Mazama, 4 (December 1915), 5. 
2James M. Hutchings, Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in California, 
(San Francisco: Hutchings, 1861), p. 173. 
3Mary Hill, 11 Glaciers of Mt. Shasta, 11 California Geology, 30 (April 
1977)' 75. 
4Ansel F. Hall, 11 Mount Shasta, 11 Sierra Club Bulletin, 12 (January 
1924), 258. 
/PLATE I/ MT. SHASTA- SAND FLAT 
AREA, 1979 
Source: Mount Shasta Resource Council Newsletter, p. 1 (1979). 
to be 14,440 in 1862. 5 Harry Wells compared the height of Mount Whitney 
(15,000 feet) and Mount Williamson (14,500 feet) to that of Shasta and 
agreed that they were both higher than Shasta. 
These peaks ... cannot approach Shasta in grandeur and magni-
ficence ... the mountain towers up in one single peak nearly 
11,000 feet, the grandest and noblest in America, imaged on 
canvas and immortalized in song. 6 
In 1883 the field survey by the United States Geological Survey 
placed the height at 14,380 on the maps, but this was actually intended 
to be 14,389. 7 The elevation now generally accepted is 14,162 feet, as 
established by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1904. (See Appen-
dix A.) 
Shasta, while not the highest of the Cascade volcanoes, probably is 
the largest, for it rises from surroundings of about 4,500 feet above sea 
level while Mount Rainier is built on an elevated platform whose surface 
stands about 8,000 feet above the sea. It is believed by some that there 
has been considerable erosion from the top of Rainier, even as much as 
2,000 feet, while the summit of Shasta has not been lowered more than 200 
feet. Even if removal from Rainier is as great as estimated, the Shasta 
cone exceeds it in bulk and height. 8 Both Rainier and Shasta have been 
notorious for their peculiar habit of fluctuating in height from time to 
time. There is good reason to believe, however, that the latest elevations 
for these two peaks are not likely to be changed again. 9 Allowing for a 
5J.S. Diller, 11 Mount Shasta- Some of its Geologic Aspects, 11 Mazama, 
4 (October 1915), p. 12. 
6Harry L. Wells, History of Siskiyou County, California, (Oakland: 
Stewart, 1881), p. 31. 
7 Hall,p.258. 
8Norman E. A. Hinds, Evolution of the California. Landsca e, (Division 
of Mines, Bulletin 158, December 1952 , p. 122. 
9Francois Emile Matthes, 11 Mt. Rainier is 14,408 Feet High, 11 Sierra 
Club Bulletin, 9 (January 1914), pp. 189-191. 
discrepancy of a few feet one way or the other, Shasta can still be con-
sidered one of the highest peaks in the United States. 
Geographically, Shasta occupies a unique location. At first sight 
it would seem to be a connecting link between three mountain masses--the 
Sierra Nevada, a hundred miles to the southeast; the Cascade Range, whose 
southern terminus is but fifty miles to the northeast; and the diversified 
ridges of the Klamath Mountains to the west of Strawberry Valley. Shasta's 
relationship to these mountain ranges is important since it seems to 
furnish a clue to the solution of the complex problem of plant and animal 
distribution on its peak. The very unusual feature is that ~1ount Shasta 
is a part of none of these mountain masses, even though it is considered 
part of the Cascade Range. This phenomenon must be explained by utilizing 
the earth's geological history. 
Many millions of years ago, during the Cretaceous Period, the Pacific 
Coast shoreline followed approximately what is now the western base of the 
Sierra Nevada and the Cascades. To the westward lay a huge island cover-
ing most of the area of northwestern California and southwestern Oregon. 
Beneath the waters of the side strait between this island and the mainland 
lay the foundations of Mount Shasta. On the island, the Klamath Mountains 
were raised. Then came the uplifts that formed the Coast Ranges in 
California and Oregon, and later the tilting up of the Sierra Nevada block 
and the building up of the Cascade Ranges, the latter mainly of volcanic 
materials. Each of the three mountain masses had a separate origin. 10 In 
1851, James Hutchings reported Lieutenant Williamson's conclusion that 
Shasta is, 
... an isolated volcanic mass, that is the starting point 
of numerous chains of mountains; and consequently, does 
10Hall, pp. 260-261. 
not belong either to the main Sierra Nevada or Coast 
Range. 11 
As to the actual age of Shasta, it is rather difficult to determine. 
There are suggestions that the first volcanic eruptions began toward the 
close of the Pliocene time, which would add an estimated 100 million years 
to the age of the cone after its formation. Estimates are that it was 
formed about 17 million years before it was entirely covered by ice. At 
the close of the Pliocene era, great climatic changes occurred. A series 
of ice-sheets covered something like 4,000,000 square miles in the northern 
part of North America. This glacial history is not well enough known to 
determine whether there were various stages, although very likely such was 
the case, as may be inferred from their existence farther north in the 
Cascade Mountains of Oregon, in the nearby Klamath Mountains and in the 
Sierra Nevada. 12 
Although considered extinct, Mount Shasta still shows vestiges of 
volcanic activity. On its summit there is a sulphurous fumarole, (an open-
ing from which hot gases issue) and also a vent on its northern slope. 
During one of the later eruptions, a stream of andesite lava poured down 
its southern slope, entering the channel of the Sacramento River, following 
that stream for fifty miles. 13 It produced the Red Banks, as the colorful 
flow is known locally. 
Mount Shasta has erupted, on the average, at least once every 800 
years during the last 10,000 years, and about once every 600 years during 
the last 4,500 years. The last known eruption occurred about 200 radiocar-
bon years ago. Eruptions during the last 10,000 years produced lava flows 
11 Hutchings, p. 173. 
12Hinds, p. 128. 
13Joseph Silas Diller (et al), Guidebook of the Western United States; 
Part D, The Shasta Route and Coast Line, (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1915), pp. 62-63. 
~ 
and domes on and around the flanks of Mount Shasta and pyroclastic flows 
from summit and flank vents extended as far as twenty miles from the sum-
mit. Most of these eruptions produced large mudflows, flowing up to 
hundreds of miles away.l 4 
Typical volcanoes like Shasta occur where lavas are forced up through 
short fissures, or chimney-like passages, and build up cones around their 
vents. These lavas occur as irregular masses overlapping each other like 
shingles. There are two vents a mile-and-a-half apart. The main vent at 
the summit covers several acres, with a well-preserved rim. It is now 
filled with volcanic debris and covered with snow and ice. Another vent 
called 11 Shastina 11 is 2,000 feet lower than the main summit and has a well-
defined crater. On the west slope, near the base, are a number of cones, 
some of cinders and others of lava. At Lava Park there is a cone 200 feet 
high that has a well-defined crater in its summit, but the upbuilding of 
the mountain mass has been by coulees, not by cones. By a 11 Coulee 11 is 
meant a solidified stream or sheet of lava which extends down from a vol-
cano forming a ridge or spur. 15 The youngest coulee is located at Lava 
Park at 5,000 feet elevation. It covers about two miles and consists of a 
rough pile of lava rocks in angular blocks, ending abruptly like a terrace. 
This coulee lies on the southwest side of the mountain and was not scored 
by the ancient glaciers. One coulee forms a lava cave known as Pluto's 
Cave which is over a mile long and is lined with blisters and froth of 
lava. It is about two miles southeast of Sheep Rock and looks like a 
14u.s. Department of the Interior (Geological Survey), Potential 
Hazards from Future Eruptions in the Vicinity of Mount Shasta Volcano, 
Northern California (by C. Dan Miller), Preliminary, not edited, Open-
File Report 78-827, 1978, p. 1. 
15G. E. Bailey, California, A Geologic Wonderland, (San Francisco: 
1924), pp. 64-65. 
railroad tunne1. 16 
The main cone of Shasta seems to have attained its present elevation 
before the large minor cone, Shastina, began to form. It is possible 
that an east-west fissure developed about the same time as the north-
south one, the two intersecting at the top of the volcano. No displace-
ment of the surface shows along the fissure and little or none may have 
occurred, but its direction is clearly indicated by the linear arrange-
ment of five plug domes, two cinder cones, and one lava cone. 17 
An extinct volcano, Shasta has passed the prime of life and is now 
in its decline. 18 However, there is always the possibility it could 
erupt again. According to Miller, 11 future eruptions of Mount Shasta are 
certain to occur eventually and can neither be prevented nor stopped. 1119 
Future eruptions are very likely to occur at vents at or near the present 
summit, but it is also possible that eruptions could occur at new vents 
almost anywhere in the vicinity of Mount Shasta. The U.S. Department of 
Interior has recommended volcano monitoring which entails keeping a de-
tailed diary of both visible and invisible changes such as earth movement, 
variations in gas composition and deviations in electrical and magnetic 
fields that respond to pressure and stresses caused by the subterranean 
magma movements. Early recognition of the impending problem could save 
many lives. 
Biologically, also, Shasta presents many interesting problems. 
Because of Shasta•s position at the junction of the Sierra, Cascade and 
16Bailey, p. 65. 
17Hinds, pp. 121-122. 
18Bailey, pp. 63-64. 
19Miller, p. 4, 20. 
the Klamath mountains, it could be assumed to have plants and animals 
that would bear a resemblance to those of all three ranges. After a 
thorough study in 1898, Dr. C. Hart Merriam brought out some exceedingly 
interesting facts: 
The flora of Shasta, contrasted with that of moister moun-
tains immediately north and immediately south, is poor in 
species and individuals; and the same is true in less degree 
of the fauna. At least nineteen characteristic genera and 
numerous additional species of plants common to the Sierra 
and Cascades are unknown; and to these must be added the 
distinctive species of each range which fail to reach 
Shasta. The luxuriant mountain meadows and flower-beds 
that form such conspicuous features of the timber-line 
region in the Cascades, the Olympics, the High Sierra, and 
the Rocky Mountains are wholly absent, and the only areas 
that in any way resemble them are the insignificant patches 
of mountain heather and accompanying plants that carpet the 
moist bottoms of the glacier basins and form narrow beds 
along the tiny streams, where they are concentrated by the 
local distribution of soil moisture. The only real soil 
above timber-line is restricted to the borders of the 
streamlets, where the decomposing heather has left a 
shallow covering. Everywhere else are pumice, broken lava, 
and barren cliffs. 20 
The animal and plant life of Shasta is quite different from that 
of the Klamath Mountains. Rainfall and humidity have much to do with 
the limitation of the range species. Dr. Merriam's research shows 
Shasta is more related to the northern Sierra, biologically, than to 
any other region, even though the separating lowland gap is twice as 
great as that between it and the Cascades. By classifying the Shasta 
plants and animals found above the Transition Zone, or main pine-timber 
belt, we have an accurate index of the relationship to the adjacent 
areas to the northeast and the southeast. 21 (See Figure 1.) According 
20 Hall, p. 265. 
21 c. Hart Merriam, 11 Results of a Biological Survey of Mount Shasta, 
California, 11 (North American Fauna, No. 16, U.S. Biological Survey, 
1899), as cited in Diller, p. 62. 
Figure 1 
ZONES - MOUNT SHASTA 
a 
Shasta Valley (3500 1 ) 
Tree zones of Mount Shasta, California: 
14,380 1 
13,000 1 
9,soo~ 
7,500 1 
a. Transition Zone- Yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa), sugar pine 
(Pinus Zambertiana), and others. 
b. Canadian Zone- Shasta fir (Abies shastensis). 
c. Hudsonian Zone- White-barked pine (Pinus aZbicauZis ). 
d. Alpine Zone- HuZsea nana, extending up to 11,300 feet. 
e. Zone Above Plant Growth - The highest plants found are 
the Sierra alpine (Draba breweri) and PoZemonium puZcheZZum, 
which occur at 13,000 feet. 
Source: Merriam, North American Fauna (1899) as cited in Diller, 
1915' p. 62. 
to Diller's Guidebook of the Western United States, 11 The summit of Shasta 
is bare of vegetation because of cold, and Shasta Valley, ten miles away, 
is treeless for lack of moisture. 1122 The lower 5,000 feet of Shasta are 
mantled with thick brush, while between 5,000 and 8,000 feet there is a 
belt of dense pine and fir forest which gradually merges into the treeless 
alpine top of the mountain. The zones up the mountain are arranged accord-
ing to the requirements of each species for temperature and moisture. 
(See Figure 2.) 
The alpine section has snow from October to June which enhances the 
beauty of the peak. Five valley glaciers are fed from as many valley 
heads in the treeless upper reaches, and the largest of these ice tongues 
is located on the northern side of the mountain where it descends to about 
9,000 feet. 23 That the masses of ice and snow on the upper slopes of 
Shasta have glacial motion is shown by their crevasses and the accumula-
tion of moraines on their borders. The prevailing storm winds from the 
southwest limit the glaciers to the northern and eastern sides of the 
24 
mountain. Above 10,000 feet they cover most of the rocks. It is in-
teresting to observe that the glaciers on the north and east are more 
massive and long, indicating that in former days the glacier distribu-
tion was related to the points of the compass approximately as it is 
now. 25 The largest of the five glaciers is Hotlum which makes up about 
half the total extent of ice. To the west of Hotlum is Bolam which is 
comprised of a large pile of debris at its lower end; then comes Wintum 
22oiller, Guidebook, p. 62. 
23Hinds, p. 122. 
24oiller, Mazama, p. 15. 
25c1 K' M t . . . arence 1ng, oun a1neer1ng 1n 
P. Farquhar}, (New York: Osgood, 1871), 
the Sierra Nevada (ed. by Francis 
p. 237. 
Mammals 
Birds 
Plants 
Source: 
NOTE: 
Figure 2 
SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER OF BOREAL SPECIES 
ON MOUNT SHASTA 
Shasta, Sierra Shasta and Shasta and 
and Cascades Sierra Cascades 
No. % No. % No. % 
26 72.3 7 19.4 1 2.8 
41 87.3 4 8.5 2 4.2 
55 50.0 30 27.3 17 15.4 
Merriam, North American Fauna (1899) as cited in 
Club Bulletin, 1924, p. 264. 
Shasta 
Alone Total 
No. % No. % 
2 5.5 36 100 
0 47 100 
8 7.3 110 100 
Ha 11 , Sierra 
It is interesting that the typical Sierran birds and plants are approximately 
twice as numerous on Shasta as are the representative Cascade forms. 
Among the mammals, however, the Sierran species show a preponderance of 
seven to one. 
This study was limited in scope; perhaps as the region is more fully explored, 
more species, particularly birds, will be enumerated. 
and Whitney, which reaches from the summit down the slop by Shastina for 
over two miles to a prominent terminal moraine. The smallest glacier, 
Konwakiton (also known as Mud Creek or McCloud), is located on the south. 
It has been especially conspicuous many times because of the great mud 
flows which have descended from it. 26 
A remarkable feature is the collection of hot springs located just 
200 feet below the summit. Notwithstanding the almost constant cold re-
sulting from the snow, ice and high elevation, the great heat supplied 
from the heart of the mountain does not give way. Because these waters 
must be forced up by a power, they suggest the mighty forces that piled 
up this cone. The thermal area covers about 98 feet by 49 feet. The 
springs have a temperature of 100 degrees and the water is strong with 
sulphur and other minerals. These springs and the earth around them 
retain their heat all year. 
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the thermal springs is the 
presence of its microscopic algae called Cyanidium caldarium geitler 
which thrive in the hot, acid mud. It appears to be the only photosyn-
thetic eukaryotic organism (organism or cell-possessing membrane-bound 
nuclei) in habitats with temperatures greater than 40 degrees centigrade 
and with pH values of less than five. 27 
During dry season, the run-off from melting snow, which in wetter 
years is more gradual and sinks into the ground, becomes torrential. 
Great streams find their way down the crevasse in the ice and emerge on 
the floor of the valley at the end of the Konwakiton glacier. The water, 
26oiller, Mazama, p. 15. 
27 R. A. Wharton and W.C. Vinyard, 11 Summit Thermal Springs--Mount 
Shasta, California, 11 California Geology, 32 (February 1979), pp. 38-41. 
carrying large blocks of ice which have broken from the glacier snout, 
races through a narrow canyon undermining the weak wall and collapses 
into the bottom of the gorge, forming temporary dams. The water either 
flows over or breaks through and then sweeps down the canyon, coming out 
onto flatter land, spilling over the banks of the stream and spreading 
thick sheets of sand and mud in which huge boulders are embedded. Much 
of the finer detritus is carried into the McCloud river, from there into 
the Pitt, and finally into the Sacramento, at times rendering that stream 
turbid for 200 miles below the junction with the Pitt. These great mud 
flows were particularly well illustrated during the dry seasons of 1924, 
1926 and 1931. Below Wintum and Hotlum glaciers, other mud flow may 
occur; however, many of the canyons which these tongues follow are cut in 
lava flows and produce less debris. 
In spite of the abundance of snow and ice on Mount Shasta, there are 
few large streams and even these cease to flow during the winter. Most of 
them are restricted to the north and east sides of the mountain. The 
cause of the scarcity of water is the porosity of the lavas and the glacial 
debris. The water sinks below the surface, flowing underground to the 
base of the cone where it comes out in many good-sized springs, especially 
on the south and southwest sides. The finest display is at Mossbrae Falls 
in the Sacramento Canyon. 28 
To the northeast of Shasta, in the Butte Creek mountains, is a prom-
inent peak called Goose Nest, rising eight to ten thousand feet, on which 
is the crater of an extinct volcano. The mountain is covered with timber 
nearly to the top, but above this rises the crater peak--bald and bleak! 
It is filled with snow. Strangely, very few people have ever climbed it 
28Hinds, p. 122. 
because of the overshadowing presence of Mount Shasta. 
Other prominent points about Shasta are Sheep Rock and Table Rock. 
Sheep Rock lies at the eastern side of Shasta Valley, near the base of 
Goose Nest and is an immense, rugged mass of rocks deriving its name from 
the bands of mountain sheep that have made their home there. Table Rock 
lies to the north of Sheep Rock near the road that passes from Little 
Shasta to Butte Creek. It is comprised of a solid ledge of rocks 1,045 
feet long and 300 feet wide and from 60 to 120 feet high. It is smooth 
and clean because the elements have worn away all dirt and loose parti-
cles.29 
Looking eastward from the Cascade Range is one of the largest lava 
fields in the world. It covers 200 thousand square miles to a depth from 
200 to 2,000 feet. This lava sheet covers the northeast corner of Calif-
ornia and extends from Oregon, across Idaho, and into Wyoming. 30 
In 1872 Clarence King said it all in his book, Mountaineering in the 
Sierra Nevada, when he described Mount Shasta as follows: 
A broad volcanic plain, interrupted here and there by incon-
siderable chains, occupies the country east of Scott•s mountain. 
From this general plain, whose altitude is from twenty-five 
hundred to thirty-five hundred feet, rises Mount Shasta. About 
its base cluster hillocks of a hundred little volcanoes, but 
they are utterly inconspicuous under the shadow of the great 
peak. The volcanic plain-land is partly overgrown by forest, 
and in part covers itself with fields of grass or sage. Riding 
over it in almost any part the one great point in the landscape 
is the cone of Shasta; its crest of solid white, its vast alti-
tude, the pale-gray or rosy tints of its lavas, and the dark 
girdle of forest which swells up over can canyon-carved foot-
hills give it a grandeur equalled by hardly any American 
mountain. 31 
29 Wells, p. 36. 
30Bailey, p. 64. 
31 King, pp. 229-330. 
CHAPTER TWO 
PRE-HISTORY 
Mount Shasta, the mystery mountain of the Cascade Range, is the 
wellspring of some of America•s most tantalizing legends and myths. It 
is said Shasta is the home of mysterious giants; that the mountain itself 
is a vast cathedral containing two glorious hidden cities; that flowing, 
flickering lights and strange bell-like sounds originate on the mountain•s 
slopes. Even before the coming of the white man, the Indians told tales 
like this: 
The people who live upon the mountain cannot be seen by human 
eyes. Yet listen when the wind is right and you will hear the 
laughter of their children, like music coming from the snow 
ridges, far above. 1 
According to the Indians in far northern California, Mount Shasta 
was 11 made 11 before any other mountain in the world. 2 (See Appendix B.) 
The origin and meaning of the name are not certain, although it is un-
doubtedly of Indian derivation. The tribal name of the Indians of the 
Mount Shasta region was Shas-ti•ka, according to Stephen Powers, and 
their name for snowy mountain and for Shasta, in particular, was Wai-
ki1ka or, more correctly, Wai-i 1ka. 3 Frederick Hodge claimed that 
11 Shasta apparently was the name of a well-known Indian of the tribe 
111 Let•s Visit Pacific Powerland•s Haunted Mountain, .. Shasta Legends, 
McCann-Erickson, Inc., n.d., p. 479. 
2Rosemary Holsinger, Shasta Indian Tales (Happy Camp, Ca.,: Natur-
graph Publication, 1982), p. 7. 
3stephen Powers, 11 Tribes of California, .. Contributions to North 
American Ethnology 3 (1877), p. 243. 
15 
living about 1840 near the site of Yreka. 114 Alleged origins from the 
Russian or the form of the French word 11 Chaste 11 (pure) are now generally 
discredited. In 1814 Alexander Henry and David Thompson mentioned the 
Wallawalla, Shatasla and Halthwipum Indians while traveling in the vicin-
ity. 5 In the late 1820s, Peter Skene Ogden recorded in his journal: 
Here we are among the Sastise. I have named this river 
Sastise River. · There is a mountain equal in height to 
Mount Hood or Vancouver, I have named Mount Sastise. I 
have given these names from the tribe of Indians. 6 
Other references give the name as Shaste, Shastie, Shasty, and Shastika. 
The latter contains the native nominative suffix. The Achomawi and the 
Atsugewi call them Sastidji, which seems to be a native coinage from the 
name given by the whites. The Achomawi also employ Nomkidji which appears 
to be a similar formation from a Wintun root and Ekpimi, which may be a 
native term denoting a locality. So the origin of the name of Shasta, 
made famous by the great extinct volcano, is veiled in doubt and obscur-
ity. It seems most likely to have been the name of a chief of some con-
sequence, called Sasti. 7 His tribe controlled a mountain and plateau 
country which contained the volcano as well as other peaks nearby that 
were snow-covered most of the year. The territory extended along the 
Klamath River from a point between Indian and Thompson Creeks to within 
4Frederick Webb Hodge, ed., Handbook of American Indians North of 
Mexico, Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 30 (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1912), pp. 527, 893, 1168. 
5Henry Thompson, as cited in Erwin G. Gudde, California Place Names, 
A Geographical Dictionary (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1949), p. 
327. 
6Thompson Coi t Elliott, ed. , 11 The Journa 1 s of Peter Skene Ogden, 11 
Oregon Historical Quarterly, 11 (1910), p. 213. 
7A.L ~ Kroeber, Handbook of California Indians, Bus. Am. Ethnology, 
Bulletin 78 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925), p. 225. 
a few miles above the mouth of Fall Creek. It also included land on the 
north side of the Siskiyou Range in Oregon on the affluents of the Rogue 
River, known as Stewart River and Little Butte Creek. 8 Additional evi-
dence of ethnographic nature supporting the idea of group territories that 
were held permanently comes from the common practice of cremating persons 
who died away from home and bringing the cremated remains back to the home 
village. The reason stated for these practices is that 11 a man wishes to be 
buried in the same place as his ancestors, and in the place where he was 
born. 119 The Shasta practiced this custom. 
The Shastan habitat falls into two nearly equal halves: A western in 
the Klamath drainage called the old 11 Sastean, 11 and an eastern, the former 
11 Palaihnihan, 11 located in the drainage of the Pitt. Both drainage areas 
created natural boundaries. The oldest Indian village sites go back 1,000 
to 5,000 years and evidence from the deepest excavations indicates these 
peoples were the ancestors of the tribes of more recent times. 10 
It is interesting to note that during the Spanish-Mexican period of 
California history, no one tried to write a general ethnographic study of 
the known Indians or to draw a map of the territory of the various tribes. 
The first map was drawn by Alexander S. Taylor in 1864 showing the location 
of all known tribes in California. 11 (See Appendix C.) 
Stephen Powers published the first map which showed tribal boundaries 
8John Upton Terrell, American Indian Almanac, (New York: The World 
Publishing Co., 1971), p. 429. 
9Robert Heizer, Language, Territories and Names of California Indian 
Tribes, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966), p. 30. 
10Robert Heizer, 11 The California Indians,'' California Monthly 69, No. 
9 (May 1959), p. 13. 
11 Robert Heizer, 11 Alexander S. Taylor's Map of California Indian 
Tribes, 1864, 11 California Historical Society Quarterly 20, pp. 171-180. 
(See also Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, V. I-V 
The Native Races (San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft & Co., 1882). 
in 1877 (see Figure 3). In 1891 J. W. Powell published a map entitled 
11 Linguistic Families of American Indians North of Mexico, 11 which indicated 
the boundaries of the stocks and families in California. Later it was re-
vised and issued as an accompaniment to the Handbook of American Indians 
North of Mexico, edited by F. W. Hodge in 1910. 12 (See Figure 4.) 
The Shasta, Konomihu, Okwanuchu and New River Shasta made up the 
Shastan division of the Hokan language family. 13 The Achomawi (Pitt River) 
and Atsugewi (Hat Creek) were also part of the Hokan family. Fourteen 
other tribes were included in the Hokan language family. 14 (See Figure 
5.) 
Native Californians spoke dialects of six language stocks or 
families. Five of these occur elsewhere among North American 
Indians, showing that many California tribes originated as 
detached segments which long ago migrated from their original 
homelands and found their way westward. 15 
Linguistic stocks or families as named and mapped by C. Hart Merriam 
and A. L. Kroeber in 1925, Stephen Powers in 1877, and J. W. Powell in 
1891 are shown in Figure 6. This figure not only provides the reader with 
the various terminology, but also a synonymy of the linguistic stock names 
established in the various studies. 16 Because of this language stock, 
California is divided into six major Indian cultural areas (see Figure 7). 
Heizer stated: 
A cultural area is a geographical region within which there 
are certain distinctive types of dress, types of houses, 
12Heizer, Language, p. 15. 
13 Kroeber, p. 280. 
14Robert Heizer, ed., A Collection of Ethno ra hical Articles on the 
California Indians, (Ramona, Ca.,: Ballard Press, 1976 , p. 1. 
15Robert Heizer, 11 The California Indians, 11 California Monthly 69, 
(February 1959), p. 18. 
16He,·zer, L 23 25 anguage, pp. - . 
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Figure 3 
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LANGUAGE-TRIBAL GROUPS OF PoWERS, 1877. 1. Tinneh [To1owa] . 
2. Yurok. 3. Karok. 4. Shasta. 5. Modok. 6. Wishosk. 7. Tinneh [Hupa, et al.]. 
8. Chimariko. 9. Wintun. 10. Achomawi. 11. Yuki [Coast, Interior] . 12. Porno. 
13. Yuki [Wappo]. 14. Maidu . 15 . Mutsun. 16. Yokuts . 17. San Antonio. 18 . Santa 
Barbara. 19. Shoshoni. 20. Yuma. 21. Washo. 
Source: Heizer , Language, Territories and Names of California Indian 
Tr1bes, rrf66), p. 17 
Figure 4 
LANGUAGE STOCKS 
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LANGUAGE STOCKS OF PowELL, 1891. 1. Athapascan [To1owa]. 
2. Quoratean [Karok]. 3. Shastan. 4. Lutuami. 5. Shoshonean. 6. Weitspekan. 
7. Athapascan [Hupa, et al.]. 8. Chimarikan. 9. Copehan [Wintun]. 10. Yanan. 
11. Pujunan [Maidu] . 12. Yukian. 13 . Ku1anapan [Porno]. 14. Yukian [Wappo]. 
15. Washoan. 16. Moquelumnan [Coast Miwok]. 17. Costanoan. 18. Mariposan 
[Yokuts]. 19. Moque1umnan [Sierra Miwok]. 20. Shoshonean. 21. Esselenian. 
22. Sa1inan. 23. Mariposan [Yokuts]. 24. Chumashan. 25. Yuman [Mohave] . 
26. Yuman [Diegueiio, Yuma] . 
Source: Heizer, Language, Territories and Names of California Indian 
-rr,oes-:-n966), P. -~~ 
Figure 5 
TRIBES AND TERRITORIES OF CALIFORNIA INDIANS 
Sc:ala: l'lilu 
50 150 
0 lOO 200 
ATHABASCAN FAMILY 17. Shasta 
1. Tolowa 18. Achomaw l 
2. Hupa 19. Atsugewl 
3. Whllkut 20. Yana 
4. Nongatl 21. Yah! 
5. Lasslk 22. Pozo 
6. Wallakl 23. Washo 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
' 
38. Mlwok 
39. Costanoan 
40. Yokuts 
SHOSHONEAN FAMILY 
41. Northern Pal ute 
42. Mono Paiute 
<....L 
7. Kato 24. Esselen 43. Owens Valley Paiute 
8. Slnkyone 25. Sallnan 44. Monache 
9. Mattole 26. Chumash 45. Panamint Shoshone 
10. Bear River 27. Dlegueno 46. Tuoatulaoal 
28. Kamla 4 7. Chemeh uev l 
ALGONKIN FAMILY 29. Yuma 48. Kawallsu 
11. Yurok 30. Halchldhoma 49. Vanyume 
12. Wlyot 31. Mohave 50. Kltanemuk 
51. Alllkllk 
YUKIAN FAMILY PENUTIAN FAMILY 52. Fernandeno 
13. Yuki 32. Modoc 53. Serrano 
14. Wappo 33. Wlntu 54. Gaorleleno 
34. Patwln 55. Juaneno 
HOKAN FAMILY 35. Maldu 56. Lulseno 
15. Karok 36. Coast Mlwok 57. Cahuilla 
16. Chlmarlko 37. Lake Mlwok 58. Cupeno 
Source: Heizer, Collection of Ethnographical Articles on the 
California Indians, (1976), facing p. 1 
Figure 6 
LINGUISTIC STOCKS OR FAMILIES AS NAMED AND MAPPED BY MERRIAM, 
KROEBER (1925), PowERS (1877), AND PoWELL (189J)a 
Merriam Kroeber Powersh Powell 
Athapaskan Athabascan Tinneh Athapascan 
Yukean Yukian Yu-ki Yuki an 
Lutuamean Lutuamian Mo-dok Lutuamian 
Shastan Shas-ta Shastanc 
Achomawan A-cho-ma-wi 
Kahrok Ka-rok Quoratean 
Tlohomtahoi 
Chimareko Chim-a-ri-ko Chimarikand 
Yahnah Hokan Yanan 
Pomoan Po-rno Kulanapan 
Chumash Santa Barbara Chumashan 
Yuman Yuma Yuman 
Washoo Washo Washoan 
Esse len Esselenian 
Ennesen Salinan 
Olhonean Mut-sun Costanoan 
Wintoon Win-tun Copehan 
Midoo Penutian Mai-du Pujunan 
Mew an Moquelumnan 
Yokut Yo-kuts Mariposan 
Shoshone an ( Sho-sho-ni Shoshone an Tongva Shoshonean Tubotelobela 
Polikla ~ Algonkian Yurok Weitspekan Soolahteluk Wishosk Wishoskan• 
a See Bonnerjea (1963 : 723-724) for list of later editions ( 1906, 1915, 1926) of the 
Powell map of 189 I. 
b Powers did not make investigations south of San Francisco on the coast, or south of 
Tehachapi in the interior, or east of the Sierras in eastern California. 
c Spelled "Sastean" in Powell's text. 
d Listed in Powell's text ( p. 63), but name omitted from map. 
• Misspelled on map (Wishokan). 
Source: Heizer, Language, Territories and Names of California Indian 
Tribes_, ( f96_§_L_~ 
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Figure 7 
SIX CULTURE AREAS AND THEIR CENTERS 
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Six Culture 
Areas and 
their Centers 
Source: Heizer, California Monthly, (February 1959), p. 17. 
methods of manufacturing, material items, modes of economic 
pursuit, and means of carrying out routine activities. These 
distinctive cultural patterns are largely the outward expres -
sion of adjustment to such environmental factors as tempera-
ture, rainfall, terrain, and animal life. 17 
In the northwestern part of California, society was organized on the 
basis of wealth. Kroeber stated, perhaps with some cultural bias, 11 that 
the Shasta civilization was a pallid, simplified copy of that of the 
Yurok and Karok, as befits a poorer people of more easily contented as-
pirations.1118 It is true they were a poorer people because they depended 
on other tribes to complement their foodstuffs by trade, and they tried 
to subsist in a harsher climate. 
Where settlements were clustered on the coast or lower rivers, fish 
were more plentiful and salmon was a staple food. In this area dugout 
canoes were used for travel and transport, whereas the Shasta depended 
mainly upon walking. Homes were rectangular with planked walls and a 
gabled roof, whereas the Shasta had a shelter composed of a 11 dug-out 11 in-
terior with no side walls. Earth was piled up to reach the eaves and 
this area was lined with slabs of cedar bark on the inside. The lower 
boards were omitted in the end wall and a mat was hung for a doorway. 
This provided winter shelter while in summer, only a roofless windbreak 
made of brush was utilized because the Shasta had less to store.19 
Both the Yurek on the lower Klamath River and the Hupa on the lower 
Trinity used ornate ceremonial costumes in their religious dances. The 
Yurok placed great emphasis on material goods. Social status was deter-
mined by possessions such as scalps of the red-headed woodpecker, rare 
17Heizer, p. 18. 
18 Kroeber, p. 282. 
19 Ibid., pp. 289-90. 
white furs, red or black obsidian chipped knives and dentalia obtained 
through intertribal trade. The Yurok are well known for their highly 
developed legal system. Every possession, privilege, injury or offense 
could be exactly evaluated in terms of property. An offense by an Indian 
from another tribe who refused to make compensation was just cause for 
war. The Yurok had no chiefs, merely rich men who surrounded themselves 
with their relatives. Each individual was responsible to his blood rela-
tives and to no one else. 20 
Shasta chieftainship was vested in the head of the richest family in 
each of the four geographic divisions, with succession to the title through 
inheritance of the family's wealth. The son could succeed his father only 
if there were no surviving brothers of the chief. The chief, or headman's, 
duty was to keep the peace and settle disputes. His wife held a similar 
role among the women. The Shaman of the tribe was usually a woman who 
cured through the use of supernatural powers and medicinal plants to heal 
the sick. 21 
Land use in the northwest, as was the usual pattern among American 
Indians, was governed by tribal ownership rather than by the individual. 
An individual might own the gathering rights to the acorn crop from a 
particular grove of oaks or the grass seed from an open prairie, or the 
sole right to fish in a certain pond, but he did not own any land. Each 
family had rights to certain hunting or fishing areas and these were in-
herited through the male line. 22 
Two prehistoric archaeological sites recently confirmed land use on 
20Heizer, California Monthly, pp. 19-20. 
21 Kroeber, p. 296. 
22 Ibid. 
the slopes of Mount Shasta at 5,000 and 7,500 feet. The upper elevations 
below timberline were hunted for game animals. The Indians carefully 
trained dogs for hunting and kept them in enclosures behind the living 
area. The dogs were used to drive deer into the water or into corrals. 23 
Obtaining food during the winter was difficult for the Shasta because 
most lived in the mountainous areas at high elevations and the climate was 
harsh, yet they took no more from nature than needed for subsistence. 
Their food included meat of deer, bear, fowl, small mammals, salmon, trout, 
eel, turtles, mussels, grasshoppers and crickets. The acorn was most es-
teemed as a staple food. They ate nuts, seeds, bulbs, roots, greens and 
berries. For a cider, they crushed manzanita berries, using the dried 
berries pounded with acorn to make a soup. Sugar pinenuts were gathered 
and steamed in an earth oven; then dried and stored to be used later with 
dry powdered sa 1 mon. made up into cakes. ~1il kweed was used for a chewing 
gum. 
The Shasta believed the first salmon to reach them each Spring were 
sacred and must be allowed to pass. After the fish had passed, fishing 
resumed but none could be eaten until the first one taken had been dried. 24 
The Shasta did not make pottery or baskets. They worked with wood 
and created pipes, mush paddles, digging sticks and spoons. They also 
made scrapers, wedges, awls, arrow-flakers, pestles and knives. From a 
soft soapstone they fashioned objects to hold supplies. 
Shasta Indian clothing consisted of tanned deerskin wrapped about the 
loins of the men and fringed aprons for the women. For winter wear, 
shredded willow bark and rabbit skin was used in addition to the deerskin 
23 Kroeber, p. 294. 
24 Ibid., pp. 293-294. 
garments. For adornment the women wore shell necklaces, ear and nose 
ornaments. Both men and women wore body paint and were tatooed. They 
also made snowshoes for travel on foot during the winter. 25 
Marriage was usually contracted outside the village and required a 
bride-price. Taboos connected with marriage are told in 11 The Girl Who 
Married Her Brother, 11 a Shasta myth. 26 (See Appendix D.) For the most 
part, children and young people appear to have been important in the 
storyteller's audience. Arthur J. Ray is one of the few authors to disa-
gree with this premise. When speaking of the Sanpoil and Nespelem of 
Washington, he stated 11 they learned at such times, the lore of their 
fathers. The myths and legends were not customarily told to the children, 
but were recited in their presence. 1127 
Shasta myths and legends gave the elders a ready means of indicating 
to a child why he must behave in one way and not in another. The child 
was told to be sharp-eyed and brave as the eagle. And so the child would 
try to be. The stories were told only in winter, but allusions to them 
were made when the child needed reminding, 28 According to Frachtenberg: 
There exists a close similarity between the mythology of the 
Shasta Indians and those of the surrounding tribes, such as 
the Yana, Maidu, Wintun, Klamath, Tekelma, Coos, and other 
tribes of the Pacific Coast. 29 
Similarity in the myths could have been through the contact when 
25sarbara A. Leitch, A Concise Dictionary of Indian Tribes of North 
America, (Algonac, . Michigan: 1976), p. 421. 
26Leo J. Frachtenberg, 11 Shasta and Athapascan M,yths from Oregon, 11 
The Journal of American Folklore 28 (July-Sept. 1915), pp. 212-214. 
27oictionar of Dail Life of Indians of the Americas, (Newport Beach, 
Ca.,: Ameri.can Indian Publishers, Inc., 1981, p. 951. 
28Holsinger, p. 2. 
29 Frachtenberg, p. 207. 
trading. The Shastan groups traded with many other tribes. The informa-
tion on trade routes shows that dentalium, from Vancouver Island, reached 
the Shasta tribe both from the Rogue River Athabascans and from all the 
tribes down the Klamath River. The Shasta passed these precious shells 
on to the Wintu and both the Shasta and the Wintu then traded them with 
practically every tribe to the south. We do not know the complete routes 
or trails by which the shells from Vancouver or the axes from the south-
west reached this area. 30 Dentalia, salt or seaweed, baskets of all 
kinds, tanoak acorns and canoes were the articles that came to the Shasta. 
In return, the Shasta traded obsidian, deerskins and sugar pinenuts. 31 
It is difficult to understand why basket-making should have gone out 
of use so completely among the Shasta, except that they always depended 
in considerable measure on trade wtth the neighboring Karok for their 
supplies of woven vessels. Originally, the materials, technique, patterns, 
shapes and uses were the same as those of the Yurok and Karok-type basket. 32 
The Shasta were a border tribe with no recognizable political bar-
rier, yet their first known contact with the white man came from the north, 
rather than the south even though there were established Missions to the 
south. Slaves were acquired in war for trespassing on tribal land or 
through debt by the Shasta, but fewer were held by them than by other 
nearby tribes. 
Because of spiritual and mystical beliefs, the area above timberline 
on Shasta peak was probably not visited often by these early tribes except 
to hunt. There is no authentic evidence that any Indian ever climbed to 
30Ann Hunt, 11 lndian Trade Items in Shasta County, 11 The Shasta His-
torical Society, The Covered Wagon, (Yreka: 1966), pp. 15-21. 
31 Kroeber, p. 287. 
32
rbid.' pp. 296, 291. 
the summit in their legends. Joaquin Miller explained why the Indian 
never climbed the mountain: 
There is a story published that these Indians will not ascend 
Mount Shasta for fear of the Great Spirit there. This is only 
partly true. They will not ascend the mountain above timber-
line under any circumstances, but it is not fear of either good 
or evil that restrains them. It is their profound veneration 
for the good spirit, the Great Spirit, who dwells in this 
mountain with his people as in a tent. 33 (See Appendix B.) 
Depending on your source, you may learn that Mount Shasta is in-
habited by survivors from the lost continent of Lemuria; beings seven 
feet tall, superior in both intellect and technology to any other people 
on earth. Then there are those who will tell you of the people who live 
in the mountain that are very small, mine gold, and have been seen often 
on the trails near the base of the mountain. Giants, little people, 
Lemurians, a pretty far-fetched crew you must admit, and yet the mysteries 
of Mount Shasta have occasionally revealed themselves to quite serious-minded 
citizens. 
The Lemurians are said to be survivors of the Lost Continent of 
Lemuria which extended from the foot of the Himalayas south across what is 
known to us as Southern India, Ceylon and Sumatra, with Madagascar to the 
right and Australia and Tasmania on the left, running to within a few 
degrees of the Antartic Circle. The major portion of the continent lies 
beneath the Indian Ocean after being destroyed by volcanic eruption, earth-
quake and fire. Easter Isle and a large part of California are remnants 
of Lemuria. When the continent submerged, the Lemurians moved to the 
eastern side of the land and sought refuge in the high mountains--one of 
these higher peaks being Mount Shasta. 34 
3311 Mt. Shasta,'' California Folklore 15 (Chico: 1958), pp. 166-167. 
3411 California, A Part, 11 San Francisco Call, Sept. 13, 1896, p. 18, 
co 1. 5. 
One of the most interesting explanations of what was to be found is 
that a tunnel through the mountain•s eastern base leads to a great enclo-
sure where there is a city of strange homes. The heat and smoke seen 
rising from the crater is from this interior village. A book entitled 
A Dweller on Two Planets treated Mount Shasta with seven quite picturesque 
scenes. The seventh scene being that of the mountain•s interior: 
. the tall basalt cliff conceals a doorway. We do not sus-
pect this, nor that a long tunnel stretches away, far into the 
interior of majestic Shasta. We do not dream that at the 
tunnel •s far end there lie vast apartments, the home of the 
mystic brotherhood whose occult arts hollowed out that tunnel 
and mysterious dwelling ... the walls, polished as by jewelers, though excavated as by giants; floors carpeted with 
long, fleecy gray fabric that look like fur ... in their 
wonderful polish exhibiting veins of gold, of silver, of green 
copper ores, and accumulation of precious stones. 35 
In another book by the same author, An Earth Dweller•s Return is written: 
Shasta is a true guardian, and towers silently into the sky, 
giving no sign of that which is within its breast ... You 
have viewed the proud peak by day and by night, both near 
and far, in the smoke and in the clear air. You have seen 
its interior. . . . 36 
Many years ago it was quite common to hear stories whispered about 
the strange looking persons seen to emerge from the forest and the dense 
growth of trees in that region. They were described as being tall, grace-
ful, agile and having the appearance of being quite old, yet virile. They 
wore a head-dress with a special decoration that came down over the fore-
head which was said to cover a third eye or an organ of a sixth sense 
enabling them to communicate by mental telepathy. 37 
Another story spoke of the three-foot Lemurians who were supposed to 
35california Folklore, pp. 173-74, 177. 
36 Frederick Spencer Oliver, An Earth Dweller•s Return, (Milwaukee: 
Lemurian Press, 1940), p. 455. 
37california Folklore, p. 175. 
live in the crater of the volcano. Once every three years they would come 
out and go down to the town of Mount Shasta to buy supplies--generally 
staples--and would pay for them with gold nuggets. 38 For over a century 
this tale of the "little people" has persisted. 
In 1931 Cerve wrote The Lost Continent of the Pacific which told of 
the Lemurian colony. Searchers from all over the world invaded the towns 
nearby. Letters of inquiry flooded the Shasta National Forest office. The 
mountain and surrounding area was explored on foot and photographed from 
the air. No one found a trace of a Lemurian. 
A year later a passenger on the Shasta Limited which was bound for 
Portland claimed he saw an unusual phenomenon. The whole southern side of 
the mountain was ablaze with a strange reddish-green light--a flame of light 
that grew faint and flared up with renewed brilliance. Upon questioning 
the conductor about the mysterious sight, the conductor replied, "Lemuri-
ans--they hold ceremonials up there." 39 
According to a fanciful newspaper columnist in the 1920s, the exis-
tence of the Lemurian descendents on Mount Shasta was vouched for by the 
eminent scientist, Professor Edgar Lucin Larkin, director of the Mt. Lowe 
Observatory in Southern California for many years. By using a powerful 
long-distance telescope from a promontory close to the mountain, he re-
ported seeing a great temple in the heart of a mystic village--a marvelous 
work of carved marble and onyx, rivaling in beauty and architectural 
splendor the temples of Yucatan. He saw farms with miraculous vegetation 
on the sunny slopes and glens surrounding the village. When Professor 
Larkin concluded his investigation, he claimed to have gathered enough 
38
"Le Murians, 11 California Folklore 17 (Chico: 1960), p. 157. 
39 uA People of Mystery--Are They Remnants of a Lost Race?", Los 
Angeles Times, May 22, 1932 (Edward Lanser), pp. 4, 16. 
proof to say 11 in this village there lived the last descendents of the first 
inhabitants of this earth. 1AO 
In 1934 Captain Claude Banks Mayo of the U.S. Navy apparently 11 estab-
lished,11 through depth soundings, a mighty submerged continent in the 
Pacific. He made a relief map of the ocean floor and declared, 11 Stretch-
ing beneath the surface of that sea lies a continent twice the width of 
America. On it there are mountains higher than Everest, and great depths, 
six miles to their bottoms. 1141 Another newsman argued, 11 the legend of the 
people of Mu lived on this continent and they were supposedly destroyed by 
a gigantic cataclysm 10,000 years ago.~~ 42 
While Shasta has produced its share of crackpots, neither debunkers 
nor science have ever been able to explain a phenomenon which is evident 
to every eye--the mysterious Siskiyou Stone Circles. These earth formations 
protrude like grass-covered nipples over 600 acres of the flat prairie near 
the northwestern foot of the peak. Each concentric mound is the same, 60 
feet in diameter, with the dirt rising in an almost perfect circle toward 
a crest approximately two feet above the level of the surrounding terrain. 
Each ring is surrounded by a stone path, or mosaic; the rocks obviously 
gathered from the millions of volcanic stones. One curious thing to in-
vestigating scientists is the manner in which these rocks have been set in 
circular trenches with gravel and smaller rocks at the bottom, boulders on 
the surface. The mounds are made of soil down to the clay hardpan that 
underlies the whole area. Investigators have found scattered volcanic 
stones on the hardpan just as they have found them on the ground surface 
40Los Angeles Times, p. 16. 
4111 Garden of Eden Sunk Under Pacific, 11 by Leo Rabbette, Boston Sunday 
Post, First Color Feature Section, February 18, 1934, pp. 1, 8. 
--
42 Ibid. 
above the mounds. The stones show signs of weathering, as if they weren•t 
always covered with soil. The rock rings around the humps appear to be 
smooth pathways of stepping stones which have been carefully laid. The 
are is devoid of growth; even the yellow pine that thrives in the area 
seems to shun the fields of mounds. 43 It is quite possible these mounds 
may have been built by the prehistoric race that built the elaborate 
ceremonial mounds found in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. These mound 
builders have vanished also. 
The myth of the Lost Race has persisted for many years in many areas. 
One of the great early figures of American anthropology, Henry Rowe School-
craft, pondered the problem of the mounds in 1851 when the Grave Creek 
mounds in West Virginia were examined and stated: 
There is little to sustain a belief that these ancient works 
are due to tribes of more fixed and exalted traits of civil-
ization, far less to a people of an expatriated type of 
civilization ... There is nothing, indeed, in the magnitude 
and structure of our western mounds which a semi-hunter and 
semi-agricultural population, like that which may be ascribed 
to the ancestors of Indian predecessors of the existing race, 
could not have executed. 44 
Schoolcraft did nothing to dispel the relish most people enjoyed with the 
idea of a departed civilization. 
Shasta•s myths impart the idea of a lost people and civilization. 
These stories are different to the extent that the people still exist in 
the heart of the Shasta peak. The very idea has lent an aura of mystery 
as well as a contradiction to many ideas regarding the origin of the peak 
(possibly an island from the Pacific), the unexplained people, strange 
cattle, lights, bells, mounds, and even force fields said to exist that 
43John Noble, 11 The Mysterious Circles of Shasta, .. Westways (Jan. 
1951), p. 18. 
44Robert Silverberg, 11 ••• and the Mound-builders Vanished from the 
Earth, 11 American Heritage 20, No. 4 (June 1969), pp. 61-63; 90-95. 
have stopped forest fires. It is said this line can be seen where the 
fire stopped burning. 
It is fascinating to reflect on all the possibilities and it cer-
tainly deserves further concentrated study and observation. Possibly the 
11 I AM 11 cult, an organization which is 10,000 strong on a world-wide basis, 
may be conducting some kind of research. Not much is known about them or 
their activities other than that they worship the peak and consider it to 
be sacred just as did the Shasta Indians. 
CHAPTER THREE 
DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION 
Oh, rear you mighty mountain, chaste and cold! 
Wind whipped, with thunder and lightning rolled. 
Eternally stand, a beacon guiding, 
With your cloud pennants ever 'round you riding, 
To hide your fair features from those who climb, 
And ward off the heat of full summer time ... 1 
Mount Shasta's summit dominates the landscape of three counties and 
is visible for nearly two-hundred miles. Thus, it was one of the first 
of California's many geographic features to appear in West Coast explora-
tion literature. As early as 1786 Jean Francois La Perouse cruised his ship 
off the coast of California and recorded seeing smoke in Shasta's general 
direction. In 1817 Fray Narciso Duran was one of the first Spaniards to see 
Mount Shasta as his exploring party sailed up the 11 Buenaventura, 11 the Sacra-
menta River. 
At about ten leagues to the northwest of this place we saw a 
very high hill called by the soldiers that went near its 
slope, Jesus Maria. It is entirely covered with snow. They 
say that a great river of the same name runs near it, and 
that it enters the Sacramento River, and they conjecture 
that it may be some branch of the Columbia. This I have 
heard from some soldier; let the truth be what it may. 
Today we went four leagues up the river toward the north 
and northwest. 2 
There is no evidence that the Mexicans who replaced the Spanish in 
1821 ever reached Shasta County, although they did get near enough to see 
1clyde E. Smith, 11 Shasta, 11 Spirit of the West, (Ashland, Ore.: Iver-
son Printing Company, 1960), p. 99. 
2Fray Narciso Duran, ed. Charles E. Chapman, Expedition on the Sac-
ramento and San Joa uin Rivers in 1817, Diary, (Berkeley: Academy of 
Pacific Coast History, Dec. 1911 , 2, p. 15. 
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it. Their settlements were far away from the 42nd parallel which separ-
ated Mexican territory from the Oregon territory. 3 
While the Spanish may have been the first Europeans to see Shasta, 
their name for the mountain did not survive. A Britisher, Peter Skene 
Ogden, is credited with rediscovering and naming the mountain on the first 
official Hudson's Bay Company trapping party to enter Alta California 
during his 1826-27 Snake country expedition .4 He used the oldest known 
trail from the north into California, called the Walla Walla road, which 
follows the Des Chutes River and goes over a low divide to the Klamath 
Lake region. 5 
The trappers and explorers had several lasting effects on Northern 
California. To begin with, the trails they used became fairly well estab-
lished and some were developed into early roads. Secondly, a sickness--
perhaps malaria--brought in by the Hudson's Bay Company in 1832 reached 
. epidemic proportions in 1833 and greatly reduced the size of the Indian 
population. This probably ended any prospect of Indian resistance to the 
Gold Rush and the subsequent American settlement of the area. 6 
In 1834 Hall Jackson Kelley was enroute from San Blas to Vancouver. 
Although he had failed to obtain official permission to survey the country 
through which he passed, he made as thorough an examination as possible 
and recorded the results of his observations. Upon the basis of these 
3Ann Hunt, "Trappers in Shasta County," The Covered Wagon, 1967, p. 
17. 
4oonald Jackson and Mary Lee Spence, The Expeditions of John Charles 
Fremont, 2 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), p. 125. 
5Alice B. Maloney, "Early Trails," California Historical Society 
Quarterly, 24, (September 1945), p. 230. 
6 Hunt, p. 17. 
notes and of the information subsequently obtained in Oregon, he prepared 
a 11 Map of Upper California and Oregon 11 assuring its users that 11 it is the 
knowledge imparted by the map that gives it value, and not the mere mech-
anical execution of it. 117 (See Figure 8.) Kelley gave the map to Caleb 
Cushing of Massachusetts, chairman of the House Committee on Foreign 
Affairs. According to Cushing•s statement: 
. this map was examined by Col. Fremont, who explored the 
same country in 1837 or 1840 (1843-4), and pronounced remark-
ably correct. It was the first ever made by an American of 
the valley of the Sacramento. 8 
From the confusion of dates and from the fact that Fremont did not 
refer to this map in any of his reports, it may be inferred that the exam-
ination of the map was made after Fremont•s return and not before. 
Mount Shasta was seen in 1841 by Lieutenant Emmons of the Wilkes 
Exploring Expedition, in 1846 by John C. Fremont on his third western 
journey, and in 1851 by RobertS. Williamson of the U.S. Topo~raphical 
Engineers, during his search for a railroad route from the Columbia river 
to the Sacramento valley. All three referred to it in their official re-
ports: Wilkes calling it 11 Sasty Peak, 11 (see Figure 9). Fremont called it 
11 Shastl Peak 11 and Williamson, the 11 Shasta Butte ... 9 On Fremont•s map of 
Oregon and Upper California (1848), the name of the mountain is shown as 
11Tsashtl. 1110 (See Plate II.) Both Williamson and Fremont guessed that 
7Hall Jackson Kelley Diary, Fred Wilbur Powell, ed., 11 Enroute-San 
Blas to Fort Vancouver, .. The Quarterly Oregon Historical Society, 18, No. 
2 (June 1917), p. 123. 
8Ibid. 
9Allen H. Bent, 11 Mt. Shasta in History and Legend, .. Mazama (Dec. 
1917), p. 180. (The U.S. Government sent exploring parties to the Pacific 
Coast with scientific objectives; some were politically motivated.) 
10John Charles Fremont, Geo ra hical Memoir U on U er California in 
Illustration of His Map of Oregon and California, Washington: 1848 , pp. 
24-25. 
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Shasta was 17,000 feet high, and that was the height recorded on early 
maps. 11 
41 
In September 1862 State Geologist Josiah Dwight Whitney, with William 
H. Brewer and Chester Averill, made the first scientific expedition to the 
summit. Many years later Brewer told of his difficulty in obtaining reli-
able information to prepare for the trip: 
Shasta was then supposed to be the highest point in America. 
Many told us that it could not be ascended; others told us 
that it was perfectly easy; one man said that grass grew 
nearly to the top, yet the fact that its snows are seen at 
the distance of one hundred and fifty miles made me doubt 
his word. But when we got up we found no great difficulties, 
no crevasses, no fearful precipices, only an exceedingly hard 
climb. 12 
Clarence C. King was connected with the State Geological Survey from 
1863 to 1866 and later became the first Chief of the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, 1879-1881. Prior to becoming Chief, he originated the survey of the 
40th parallel. In Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada, King states: 
I always feel a strange renewal of life when I come down from 
one of these climbs; they are with me points of departure 
more marked and powerful than I can account for upon any 
reasonable ground. 13 
The United States Geological Survey began a reconnaissance of the 
Cascade Range in 1883 and in that year the Shasta region was hastily 
mapped topographically by Gilbert Thompson. In 1884 a special survey of 
Mount Shasta was made by Eugene Ricksecker, U.S. Geological Survey, re-
sulting in the production of the Mount Shasta Quadrangle. 14 
11 William H. Brewer, 11 The Whitney Survey on Mt. Shasta, 1862, 11 Calif-
ornia Historical Society Quarterly, 7, No. 2 (June 1928), p. 125. 
12Ansel Hall, 11 Mt. Shasta, 11 Sierra Club Bulletin 12 (Jan. 1924), p. 255. 
13
clarence King, Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada, Francis Farquhar, 
ed., (New York: Osgood, 1871), p. 245. 
14 Hall, p. 258. 
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Despite Brewer•s comment earlier, climbing Mount Shasta is not diffi-
cult when one follows the usual trail from Mount Shasta city (formerly the 
town of Sisson) eight miles to Horse Camp at timberline; continuing 6,000 
feet higher over long snow slopes and up a coulee near The Thumb; over the 
lava and volcanic ash of Misery Hill, across the upper plateau, and up the 
last few hundred feet of steep rock to the summit. The round trip can be 
made in a day. It is considered safe to climb the mountain in July, August 
and September because the weather is best, the snow is softened, and one 
can get a good foothold. Some ascents have been made, however, as early as 
A '1 d 1 t N b f . t ' f' lS pr1 an as a e as ovem er or sc1en 1 1c reasons. 
The first party to reach the summit of Mount Shasta was led by Captain 
E. D. Pearce who succeeded in attaining the top-most pinnacle on August 
14, 1854. Curiously enough, two spellings of the same name are given- -
E. Pierce and E. D. Pearce. 16 According to Allen H. Bent of the Mazama 
Club, 11 the first ascent was made by Captain Henry Prince, who planted the 
American flag on its summit in 1852. 1117 Not only is there confusion as to 
the name but the date as well. Captain Pearce opened up a 11 fine new gold 
region in Idaho 11 just north of the Nez Perce Reservation and issued a gen-
erous invitation to 11 join him 11 according to one major San Francisco jour-
18 
nal . It was noted in the Sacramento Daily Union that ucaptain Pierce, 
an old California miner, has been prospecting in this region for some 
15Harry L. Wells, History of Siskiyou County, California, (Oakland: 
1881), p. 32. 
16charles L. Stewart, 11 Early Ascents of Mt. Shasta, 11 Sierra Club 
Bulletin, 19 (June 1934), p. 58. 
17 Bent, p. 180. 
18Daily Evening Bulletin, (San Francisco), August 20, 1860, p. 1, 
co 1 . 1 . 
three years." 19 From all the research, it would appear to be the same man 
who not only led the first party to Shasta•s summit but who also discovered 
gold in Idaho--Captain Elias Davidson Pierce. 
In Hutchings• Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in California (1860), 
Israel S. Diehl made the ascent in October 1855 and ••deposited some Calif-
ornia papers and documents in the rocks for safekeeping, as the papers 
20 
carried up in 1852 were unharmed and fresh as ever." There is sufficient 
circumstantial evidence to warrant the conclusion that the correct date was 
1854 and not 1852; however, the pioneering feat is the ascent which was made 
alone by Diehl on October 9, 1855. He recorded the climax of his climb 
upon reaching the summit: 
After resting, I made the final summit ... perhaps the high-
est ... and decidedly the most magnificent of our Union, if 
not of the continent, I could look around and see all the king-
doms of this lower world. 21 
An even more remarkable ascent was made in March 1856 by Anthony Roman, 
A. C. Isaacs and D. E. English who acted as their guide. (Roman was later 
to become distinguished in the literary world as the founder and publisher 
of the Overland Monthly in 1868, with Bret Harte as his editor.) They 
failed to reach the actual summit due to an intense storm. Roman•s hard-
ship may be inferred from the fact the thermometer he carried registered 
19sacramento Daily Union, November 3, 1860, p. 2, col. 5. Elias 
Davidson Pierce discovered placer "diggings" near the vi 11 age that bears 
his name Pierce in Northern Idaho in 1860. See also Idaho Yesterdays 
Journal 2/2:28; 2/3:9, 3/3:14-15; 3/4:19-20-26-27; 4/1:19, 23, 25; 4/3: 
2-9; 6/3: 14,15; 7/4:4/27. 
20Richard G. Stanwood Journal, quoted in "An Ascent of Mt. Shasta 
in 1861 ," California Historical Society Quarterly, 6 (March 1927), pp. 
69-76. 
21 Diehl Journal, quoted in James M. Hutchings, Scenes and Wonder 
and Curiosity in California, (SRn Francisco: J. M. Hutchings and Co., 
1861 ) ' p. 17 4. 
12 degrees below zero when it slipped from his numb fingers and was bro-
ken.22 When Isaacs wrote about this trip, he stated: 
The only injuries we sustained were of a temporary character 
... the epidermis of our faces came off. Roman•s feet are 
now better, and we are ready for another trip--only don•t 
ask us to go in March. 23 
On September 16, 1856 Mount Shasta was ascended by ladies: Mrs. D. 
A. Lowry of Scott•s Valley, ~1rs. Eddy, Mrs. Gage and Mrs. J. White of 
Yreka, and Mrs. Mcleod of Sacramento. In the company of Captain Pierce 
were also eight other men. They left the highest point of timber on the 
mountain at 6 a.m. and arrived on the summit at 4 p.m., remaining there 
for approximately thirty minutes. After planting the Star Spangled Ban-
ner on the highest pinnacle, they commenced the descent and arrived at 
their starting point at 10 p.m. 11 TheY have accomplished that which it was 
thought up to 1854, from the representations of Fremont, to be an impossi-
b.1 't 1124 1 1 y. 
In the summer of 1859 N. C. Mayhew and two companions spent the night 
at the summit of Shasta, bivouacking at the thermal hot spring just below 
the topmost crest, a feat which was later duplicated by both John Muir and 
Clarence King. 25 This created exciting adventures for their interesting 
narratives and Muir•s famous Mountain peroration comes from this trip: 
Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature•s 
peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees. The 
winds will blow their freshness into you, the storms their 
energy, while cares will drop off like the autumn leaves. 26 
22Mount Shasta Herald, March 22, 1956, pp. 12-13. 
23A. C. Isaacs, An Ascent of Mount Shasta: 1856, (Los Angeles: Glen 
Dawson, 1952), pp. 21-22. 
24stanwood, pp. 69-76. Mrs. Eddy was the first woman to reach the 
summit. 
25 Ha 11 , p. 255. 
26John Muir, The Mountains of California, (New York: Century, 1894) 
p. 142. 
Muir often said he wanted only mountains until his return to civil-
ization. When planning to climb Mount Shasta in November 1874, he was 
told it was impossible by the locals. But Muir did go 11 because I loved 
snow and mountains better than they did. Some places I had to creep, and 
some places I had to climb, climb, climb deep in the frosty snow.~~ 27 
His primary reason for the climb was to study: 
(the) mechanical conditions of the fresh snow at so great an 
elevation; also to obtain clear views of the comparative 
quantities of lava denudation northward and southward; also 28 general views of the channels of the ancient Shasta glaciers. 
On this climb the first stated record of time made in the ascent 
from timberline was accomplished in four hours and ten minutes. (The old 
Sisson Summit Register showing this time is now in the Bancroft Library.) 
Muir became snowbound for three days--a little below timberline. He wrote 
in his diary: 
... I saw at a glance that the storm was at hand and instantly 
set to work building a stormnest and collecting wood ... I 
hollowed out a spot the size of my body in crumbling lava on the 
lee side of a block four or five feet high, spread my blankets, 
fastened down the upper pair on the windward side with stakes to 
prevent the wind from stripping them off, and to keep out as much 
of the snow drift as possible, then carefully secured my precious 
bread sack as a pillow ... Just as I had finished my nest 
affairs, the storm came grandly on. The clouds settled down 
against the mountain side and snow crystals filled the air making 
a darkness like night. The frost was keen so that the rays of 
the brittle snow crystals were easily broken into dust driving 
on the blast ... The drift went hissing and scudding wildly 
over me. 29 
Later when Muir recollected this trip he seemed rather unconcerned 
about his safety, other than to note: 
27william F. Bade, The Life and Letters of John Muir, (Boston: 
Riverside Press, 1924), pp. 34-35. 
28 Ibid., p. 32. 
29John Muir Papers, MS 08080, pp . 2-3, Holt-Atherton Center, Uni-
versity of the Pacific, Stockton, California. 
1' ·· ·' 
... Shasta is some 14,400 feet above the sea and rises 
10,000 feet above the general level of the surrounding lava 
plains, in blank exposure to all the storm winds--and never 
in all my previous mountaineering in the most inaccessible 
labyrinths of peaks and canyons did the dangers of being 30 caught out of camp in a storm seem so formidable a5 here. 
John Muir's letter written to Mrs. Ezra S. Carr from Sissons Sta-
tion on December 21, 1874, extolled the beauty he found on Shasta: 
... Think of a spring 50 yards wide at the mouth, issuing 
from the base of a lava cliff with wild songs--not gloomily 
from a dark cavey mouth, but from a world of ferns and mosses 
gold and green. I broke my way through chaparral and all kinds 
of riverbank tangle in eager vigor, utterly unweariable. 
The dark blue stream sang solemnly with a deep voice pooling 
and boulder-dashing and aha-a-a-ing in white flashing rapids, 
when suddenly I heard water notes I never heard before. They 
came from that mysterious spring; and then the Elk Forest, 
and the alpine-glow and the sunset! Poor pen cannot tell it! 
The sun this morning is at work with its blessings as if it 
had never blessed before. He never wearies of revealing him-
self on Shasta. But in a few hours I leave this altar and 31 all its---Well, to my Father I say thank you and go willingly. 
Five months later, in April 1875, Muir led a party to the summit to 
find a proper place to locate a monument of the Coast and Geodetic Survey . 
To complete barometrical observations Muir and Jerome climbed again on 
April 30, 1875. A fierce storm arose with great suddenness, trapping 
them near the summit. Because they had not planned to stay overnight, 
they carried neither food nor blankets. Their only recourse was to re-
main because of the blinding fury of the storm. They tried to keep warm 
at the thermal hot springs located near the summit. They spent an agon-
izing night turning back and forth, freezing on one side while their 
bodies boiled on the side next to the hot spring; all the while yelling 
at each other to keep awake so they wouldn't freeze or be asphixiated by 
30John Muir Papers, p. 1. 
31 Bade, pp. 39-40. 
the hot gases. John Muir could link his own life to that of the dormant 
volcano: 
The ordinary sensations of cold give but faint conceptions 
of that which comes on after hard exercise, with want of food 
and sleep, combined with wetness in a high frost wind. Life 
is then seen to be a mere fire, that now smolders, now brightens, 
showing how easily it may be quenched. 32 
With only a casual reference to his harrowing experience, Muir seemed 
undaunted! 
I was caught in a violent snowstorm and held upon the summit 
of the mountain all night in my shirt sleeves. The intense 
cold and the want of food and sleep made the fire of life 
smolder and burn low ... (now I have) reached fire and food 
and sleep and am better than ever, with all the valuable 
experiences ... I have discovered a new species of hail on 
the summit of Shasta and experienced one of the most beautiful 
and most violent snowstorms imaginable ... Altogether I have 
had a very instructive and delightful trip. 33 
32John Muir, 11 Snow Storm on Mount Shasta, 11 Harper's New Monthly 
Magazine, 55 (September 1877), p. 529. A copy with holograph notes 
is in the Holt-Atherton Center at the University of the Pacific, 
Stockton, California. 
33 Bade., p. 51. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
EARLY SETTLEMENT AND LAND USE 
Hordes of newcomers poured into California after gold was discovered 
in 1848. The population mushroomed to over 100,000 in two years. Most 
came in search of gold while many just wanted an opportunity. 
For those who came overland, the most difficult part of the journey 
was the last 700 miles over desert and mountains. Many who led the wagon 
trains West continually searched for an easier and shorter route. William 
H. Nobles found such a trail and ultimately it was named for him. The 
Nobles Trail crossed the Black Rock Desert into Honey Lake Valley where 
both water and food for the animals was plentiful. From Honey Lake the 
trail followed the Susan River past Butte Lake through the northern edge 
of Lassen Park, over Nobles Pass to join the Fall River road to Shasta, 
crossing the Sacramento River by way of the Emigrant Ferry. Thousands 
came into northern California over this trail. 1 
Prior to the American Period, the Spanish had incorporated the Indian 
into the society of New Spain and had recognized certain Indian land rights. 
Mexico inherited this Indian legacy when she took over California from 
Spain. The Americans, in turn, acknowledged Indian rights--at least on 
paper. Under the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Indian was to become a 
citizen, with liberty and property rights. He was to be given full pro-
tection under the new government. But in practice, Indian rights were 
1Mona Wilder, 11 Early Trails of Shasta County, 11 Covered Wagon, Shasta 
County Historical Society (1971), p. 58. 
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soon forgotten in the frantic American gold rush era. The early statutes 
of California named the County Justice of the Peace as the guardian of the 
Indian, but nothing was done to prevent Indian exploitation, even extermin-
ation at the hands of rapacious whites. Indians could not bring an action 
against a white man in court and Indian testimony was inadmissible as evi-
dence.2 The United States failed to live up to the terms of the treaty 
and the Indian suffered extremely during the following decades. 
Indian culture quickly succumbed to the white onslaught. Miners and 
settlers changed the face of California as they tore gold from the ground, 
or claimed large tracts of land for farms and ranches. The miners clogged 
streams and filled valleys with silt. Freshwater fish died and salmon 
could not reach their spawning grounds. Settlers used streams for irri-
gation for their crops, which lowered the water tables, and the wild plants 
the Indian depended upon for food grew poorly. The Indian was deprived of 
the best wild seed plots when swamps were drained for farmland. The 
Indian could no longer hunt for small game when the ranchers fenced and 
posted 11 NO Trespassing 11 signs. The pigs and cows were fed the acorns and 
grasses--one of the principal food sources for the Indian. Often the best 
sites were appropriated by whites, driving the Indian off his land. 
The Indian•s view of his land rights, of tribal territoriality and 
aboriginal occupancy was reflected in his culture and feelings about 
nature and the earth. 3 Also, the Indian•s conservation ethics and per-
ceptions of rights to resources is interpreted eloquently by Frank Waters: 
... the world of nature as the white man sees it ... a 
resistless, inanimate world ... to be used and refashioned 
2c. E. Kelsey, Transactions of the Commonwealth Club of California, 
9, No. 7 (1909), p. 421. 
3
rmre Sutton, Indian Land Tenure: Biographical Essays, (New York: 
Clearwater Publishing Company, 1975), pp. 95-98. 
at will by man in his magnificent and courageous folly 
to wrest a purpose from eternity . 
. . . the world of nature as the Indian sees it ... The 
whole world was animate--night and day, wind, clouds, trees, 
the young corn, all was alive and sentient. All matter had 
its inseparable spiritual essence. Of this universe man was 
an integral part. The beings about him were neither friendly 
nor hostile, but harmonious parts of the whole ... The 
forests have not been given him to despoil. He is equal in 
importance to the mountain and the blade of grass, to the 
rabbit and the young corn plant. Therefore if the life of 
one of these is to be used for his necessity, it must first 
be approached with reverence and permission obtained by rit-
ual, and thus the balance of the whole maintained intact. 4 
The Indian problem was referred to the Governor of California, John 
Bigler, in 1852 by the citizens of Klamath, Shasta, Trinity and Siskiyou 
counties: 
the Cottonwood, Trinity, Klamath and Shasta Indians, 
have, in turn, been hostile since the first settlement by 
the whites ... The evil is increasing every day ... 
they enter our towns at night and steal or set fire to pro-
perty, miner's pack animals are either killed or driven away 
to be roasted and eaten. 5 
Two years later the matter was referred to the Secretary of the Interior 
regarding the problem of a Shasta Indian woman: 
... a white man named Stuart went up to Bill for the purpose 
of scalping him, while yet alive, but Bill struggling with him, 
got his knife away, when this man after having beat him about 
the head with his pistol, shot him several times, after which 
he was scalped by a man named Brickey, ... when not yet dead 
he was thrown into the Klamath River. 6 
Because of this outrage and the brutal killing of the Shasta Indian (Bill) 
as he was protecting his woman, the tribe vowed vengeance against all 
whites. The whites in turn rationalized that God was helping them to 
destroy the Indian because he was a menace. Because they were aggressive 
4Frank Waters, The Man Who Killed the Deer, (Chicago: The Swallow 
Press, Inc., 1942), pp. 284-285. 
5Robert F. Heizer, The Destruction of California Indians, ed. Robert 
F. Heizer (Santa Barbara: Peregrin Smith, Inc., 1974), pp. 191-193. 
6Ibid., pp. 55-64. 
and anxious to tame the wilderness, many carried bitter memories of their 
own ancestors' experience with the hostile Plains Indian, much different 
from most of the gentle, passive and less-advanced California tribes. 7 
However, many settlers recognized the Indians' deplorable situation 
and even tried to help, as indicated from excerpts from the reports of 
the Special Agent for the Northern portion of the State to the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs in Washington in 1854: 
... Besides the failure of the salmon to get above the 
flumes at Scotts Bar and the increasing wildness of the game 
and the effect of the law prohibiting the whites from selling 
them powder, these warriors of the Shasta tribe are almost 
exterminated, leaving a large number of women and children; 
some old men and women, some blind and crippled, and all in 
almost a helpless condition ... I have furnished them with 
beef at 17 cents per pound. If you were here, you would sym-
pathize with the pitiful condition of these Indians, but I 
feel uneasy lest you may not approve my conduct. 8 
Prior to this the federal government in Washington had tried to do some-
thing to protect the Indians. A series of treaties, eighteen in all, was 
entered into between the United States and representatives of many of the 
surviving Indian tribes in 1851-52, but Congress refused to ratify them: 
One of the most significant elements of Indian treaty law is 
that Indian treaties were not a grant of rights from the United 
States to the tribes, but rather a grant from the tribes to the 
United States. All sovereign powers of tribes are retained un-
less expressly granted away by the tribe in a treaty or expressly 
taken away from the tribe by Federal statute ... Questions of 
whether Congress actually has intended to abrogate treaties have 
arisen frequently. The issue often comes up when administrative 
officials argue that general Federal statutes, which do not men-
tion Indian tribes, regulate hunting and fishing rights, mineral 
rights, jurisdiction, and rights to the retention of land. The 
crucial point is that only Congress has the power to abrogate 
Indian treaties or otherwise regulate Indian affairs. 9 
711 The Northcoast County Indians and California's Indian Policy, 11 The 
Californians 1, No. 2 (Mar/Apr 1983}, pp. 22-25. 
8Heizer, pp. 24-25. 
9Lawrence French, ed., Indians and Criminal Justice, (Totowa, NJ: 
Allanheld, Osmun and Company Publishers, 1982}, p. 86. 
Because of public outcry for protection against the Indian menace, a num-
ber of Indian reservations were established. The first was at the Tejon 
in southern California. Others were established at Nome Lackee in the 
foothills of the Sacramento Valley; one at the mouth of the Noyo River, 
south of Cape Mendocino, and on the Klamath below Crescent City where most 
of the Shastas were sent. 10 
The Shasta did not like being confined and missed the old ways. He 
was poorly fed and clothed. Money appropriated by Congress to operate the 
reservations was rarely spent for the Indians• welfare. As Inspector of 
Indian Affairs, John Ross Browne was both efficient and fearless in expos-
ing serious frauds committed by agents in the use of governmental supplies 
and in denouncing the outrageous treatment of the Indians on the reserva-
tions: 
The official reports transmitted to Congress from time to time 
gave flattering accounts of the progress of the system. The 
extent and variety of the crops were fabulously grand. Immense 
numbers of Indians were fed and clothed--on paper ... 
Indians required a peculiar mode of treatment. They spoke a 
barbarous jargon, and it was not possible that anything but 
barbarous compounds could operate on their bowels ... old 
drug stores were cleared of their rubbish, and vast quanti-
ties of croton oil, saltpetre, alum, paint, diaphoretics and 
condiments were supplied for their use. In cases where the 
blood was ascertained to be scorbutic, the patients were al-
lowed to go out in the valleys, and subsist for a few months 
on clover or grass. The Department was fully advised of these 
facts in elaborate reports and congratulated itself upon the 
satisfactory progress of the system. 11 
The Removal Policy (1835) was underway long before discovery of gold 
in California. This was followed by Allotment (Dawes Act, 1887) which 
was designed to break up the reservation system and undermine tribal 
10J. Ross Browne, Crusoe•s Island With Sketches of Adventure in 
California and Washoe, (New York: 1864), pp. 16-17. 
11 Ibid., pp. 31-32, 37. 
authority and aboriginal culture. Land held by Indians was divided into 
11 farmsteads 11 and all ''excess 11 tribal land was opened up to settlement. 
The Curtis Act (1898) complemented allotment by outlawing tribal govern-
ments, schools, churches, and courts. 12 All of this action would appear 
to be racist; however, it is inaccurate and interferes with an understand-
ing of the situation to write off the typical white American California 
pioneer as a racist. At least the roots of the American conflict with 
California Indians seem to be more of a cultural and economic conflict 
than one of racism. 13 
The Indian was torn between two contravening cultural expectations 
without the possibility of fully belonging to either. He was ridiculed 
in his native dress and also laughed at when he tried to adopt the white 
man's clothing. California newspapers (1857-59) projected these observa-
tions: 
It requires a good deal of imagination to make any of them red 
men. Their skins are dusky as an unwashed negro's; their hair 
is long, straight and matted. The men wear grey shawls, old 
trousers, or a mere heap of rags. The women wear the cast-off 
men's clothes, or, except a shawl, nothing . 
. . . we hear reports of the deplorable condition of the Indians. 
The destructive influences that civilization brings about them 
are destroying them by a lingering and inevitable death . 
Bestial as they are, they have still something like human affec-
tions. . . . 14 
Joaquin Miller reflected his love and sadness for the Shasta Indians' 
plight in his poem, 11 Shadows of Shasta 11 : 
12 
His footprints have failed us, 
Where berries are red, 
And madronos are rankest. 
The hunter is dead! 
French, p. 170. 
13The Californians, p. 24. 
14Robert F. Heizer, They Were Only Diggers, A Collection of Articles 
from California newspapers (1851-1866}, ed., R. F. Heizer, (Ramona: Ballena 
Press, 1974), pp. 120, 122. 
... His campfires gone, 
What else can be done 
Than let him sleep on 1 Till the light of the sun? 5 
Unfortunately, the hunter is dead. The number of Shasta Indians are 
few. At the time of the first European contact, there were about 2,000 
and in 1910, the number had dwindled to 255. Shasta has become the desig-
nation of any Shasta County Indian, or any Native American living in the 
vicinity of the peak. However, according to Kroeber: 
... the figure has no ethnic meaning. Nearly all of the most 
northerly Wintun pass as Shastas and the number of survivors to 
whom the true tribal epithet applies is scarcely likely to be 
in excess of 100, if indeed it reaches that figure. 16 
The Shasta culture began to disintegrate after the beginning of mining 
and settlement, and continued to do so for several years as indicated. To 
lose a culture is always a great loss and although the Shasta tribe was not 
large to begin with, it did make an impact on the region--even though this 
impact was to die as a result of contact with the white man. 
The American influx had begun even before the major decline in the 
numbers of Shasta Indians. Between 1830 and 1848 many persons obtained 
grants for land in the Sacramento Valley from the Mexican government. The 
Colonization Decree of 1828 made it possible for foreigners to obtain size-
able tracts of land simply by roughly mapping the property, applying for 
title and indicating intention to inhabit and cultivate it. Pierson B. 
Reading applied for the section at the junction of Cottonwood Creek and the 
Sacramento River, about three miles in breadth by fifteen miles in length. 
15Juanita Miller, Comp. Selections from Joa uin Miller's Poems (ar-
ranged by Juanita Joaquina Miller , Oakland: Tooley-Towne Printers, 1945), 
pp. 10-11. 
16A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of Indians of California, Bulletin 78, 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925), p. 287. 
Located on the west bank of the Sacramento River, it amounted to approxi-
mately 26,633 acres. He fulfilled the requirement of Mexican citizenship 
and a year's residence. Title was granted on December 4, 1844 by Governor 
Micheltorena, called the 11 Buena Ventura 11 grant . 17 In a letter to his 
brother, Reading appraised the property saying, 11 ••• A more beautiful 
tract of land I never saw. 1118 (See Appendix E.) 
Reading began agricultural pursuits in 1847, raising the first grain, 
fruit, grapes, cotton, tobacco, olives, bacon; and he probably cured the 
19 first wild hay. By 1855 he had 6,000 acres under cultivation, which 
means that about all of the lowland between the mouth of Cottonwood Creek 
and Anderson had been planted. 20 His quiet life as a farmer was changed 
to one of excitement and discovery during the Gold Rush. He compared the 
soil on his rancho to that of the Coloma area and was determined to find 
gold on his property. He found gold in the Clear Creek area which became 
known as Reading's Bar. At once he . began mining. In July of 1848 he dis-
covered gold on the Trinity River. In the summer of 1849 he discovered 
deposits in what is now the Old Town of Shasta, but which was immediately 
thereafter called Reading's Springs, named for the two ice-cold springs 
that trickled from the mountainside. 21 It was first known by the Oregon-
ians who came down the Sacramento trail in the early summer of 1849. 22 
17Peter T. Conmy, Reading of Redding: The Centenary of Pierson Barton 
Reading's Settlement of Shasta County, (Oakland: Grand Historian, N.S.G .W., 
February 15, 1944), pp. 2-5. 
18Edward Petersen, Pierson B. Reading: Shasta County Pioneer, (Cotton-
wood: Multilith, 1969), p. 9. See also, The Reading Collection in the 
California section of the State Library, Sacramento, California. 
19Rosena A. Giles, Shasta County California: A History, (Oakland: Bio-
books, 1949), p. 162. 
20Myrtle McNamar, Way Back When, (Cottonwood: Mimeographed 1952), p. 
126. 
21 conmy, p. 3. 
22G' l 186 1 es, p. . 
Following the Mexican War (1846-48), the first California Constitu-
tional Convention was held in Monterey (1849). Its first duty was to 
divide the state into counties. Shasta (Reading) was one of the twenty-
seven original counties and occupied all the territory now included in 
Shasta, Modoc, most of Siskiyou and portions of Lassen and Tehama. The 
eastern line was at Nevada and the western at the summit of the Coast 
Range (now known as the Klamath) while the northern line reached the 
southern line of Oregon. It was affixed permanently at 42 degrees N. in 
1855 by Lieutenant Williamson. (California was admitted as a free state 
in 1850.) 
The southern line was moved several times, finally being located 
north to the middle fork of the Cottonwood Creek. 23 Within this area 
stands the majestic peak, Mount Shasta. It has always been associated 
with Shasta County because it was originally situated within Shasta•s 
borders, but in the division of the county in 1852, it was cut off into 
Siskiyou County. 24 
The first industries in Shas.ta County or territory were trapping 
and lumbering. There is little record as to whatever the trapping may 
have been but it is known that Reading served as clerk and chief trapper 
for Sutter and his friend, Samuel J. Hensley, rafted logs down the Sacra-
mento River for Captain Sutter. 25 At this time the Shasta area was still 
sparsely settled and primitive, with wild animals, lots of game and fish. 
As it became settled, the demand for lumber for housing, wagons and street 
paving grew. The beginning of the lumbering and mining industries was 
almost simultaneous. The first sawmills were run by water wheels or by 
23G .1 1 1 es, p. . 
24Ibid., p. 244. 
25 McNamar, p. 101. 
converting water into steam for power. Steam could not be produced with-
out heat and the timber in the forests was utilized. Later millions of 
board feet of timber were used in the vast flumes, with bents and trestles 
to move the logs to the valley floor. 26 The first whipsaw lumber mill was 
opened in 1850 in Shasta by Johnathan Otis. By 1852 there were eight mills, 
all but one of them in the Horsetown and Whiskeytown mining districts. By 
1858 the oak timber became valuable for wagon construction and repair. 
Lumber rafting became a big business and was an inexpensive way to get 
lumber to San Francisco, taking about a month. 
Shingletown, located in Shasta County, was considered one of the finest 
timbered sections in the state. The heavy forest extended about fifteen 
miles to the east before it was broken by the volcanic rock and rugged 
terrain of the Lassen Peak district. Because of the timber, it quickly 
changed from a trading post to a lumber center. The Smith and McCarley, 
Thatcher, McCumber-Vilas were some of the largest mills in this area. When 
cutting timber for logs, the rule of thumb was: 11 Take three logs and leave 
her. 11 More virgin timber was left to rot in the woods than was sawed for 
the gold camps. 27 Because much of the timber was government owned--and 
therefore 11 free 11 --many men took advantage of this privilege to cut shakes. 
For every 1,000 shakes that were made, usually from the finest sugar pines, 
they left 100,000 feet (log scale) to clutter up the forest floor. 
Although farming and lumbering came first, it was nevertheless the 
discovery of gold in Shasta county that brought the attention of the whole 
world to the Cottonwood Creek basin as well as to Shasta in 1849. 28 A 
26Giles, p. 146. 
27w. H. Hutchinson, California Heritage -- A History of Northern 
California Lumbering, (Red Bluff: Diamond-Gardner Corp., 1958), p. 4. 
28 McNamar, p. 138. 
number of camps sprang up along and near Clear Creek with Briggsville and 
Horsetown becoming the most prominent and enduring. To the north and west 
rose the noted Grizzly Gulch, Flat Creek, Gold Run, Muletown, Churn Creek, 
Buckeye, Mad Mule, Hardscrabble, and other gulches. Bars and gulches were 
opened throughout Scott Valley. Another important area was known as Thomp-
son Dry Diggins, renamed Shasta Butte City; then the name changed again to 
Yreka to avoid confusion with Shasta City. 29 
Shasta flou~ished because of the increased construction of ditches. 
The huge Clear Creek ditch ran 42 miles: 
Briggsville was supplied by a special ditch from Cottonwood, 
and shared in the conduit to Lower Texas Springs. After 30 1856 water became scarce, which interfered with sluicing. 
At this time the first hydraulic mining in Shasta County was done at Horse-
town, Texas Springs and Squaw Creek. By 1857 it was evident the Gold Rush 
had reached its peak in Shasta. Steamers and stages were bringing in fewer 
passengers. The settlement population which may have reached 2,500 during 
that time was, by 1862, around 2,000. 31 ·A Bancroft questionnaire from 
Isaac Boggs, Shasta lawyer, revealed the following pertinent items in March 
1862: 
Population, January 1, 1862 - 2,000; votes at the last election 
426; four hotels, each charge $2.00 per day; five grocery stores; 
two general merchandise; four dry goods; two hardware stores; two 
banks; seven lawyers, four doctors; peculiarities, the bad road 
to town. 32 
It was true, the roads were poor. Since gold discovery days, little work 
29Hubert H. Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, A History of 
California, 1848-49, (San Francisco: The History Co., 1888), pp. 366-367. 
30 Ibid. 
31 charles J. Gleeson, Outpost of Poverty Flat, (Redding: Redding 
Printing Company, Inc., 1978), p. 65. 
32Edward Petersen, In the Shadow of the Mountain, a Short History 
of Shasta County, California, (Cottonwood: 1965), p. 35. 
had been done on the roads other than to widen them. Originally the mule 
trail from Shasta up the Sacramento River was on the west side of the can-
yon until it crossed the river above the mouth of the Pitt River. The 
wagon road crossed the Pitt on a ferry just below the mouth of the McCloud 
River and merged with the mule trail on the west side of the canyon about 
halfway between Sugarloaf Creek and Dog Creek. To avoid the deep gorges 
of the creeks, the builders of the mule trails kept them high. 33 Early 
transportation of freight was handled mostly by mules, and at first these 
mule trains extended from Sacramento-Shasta, known as the head of 11 Whoa 
navigation. 1134 In Shasta, the goods were unloaded and placed in saddle 
boxes for the pack mules. The Sacramento River was also used to move 
freight but was not very navigable because the channel had been practically 
d t d b . . d b . 35 es roye y m1n1ng e r1s. 
With the completion of the county road from Cottonwood to Shasta in 
1851, it was possible to stage by that route. The first stage passed Buena 
Ventura and arrived in Shasta in 1851. The first mail stage was Baxter and 
Company's which arrived on May 8, 1852. 36 Shasta became a trans-shipping 
center and a gateway to a large hinterland, rich in gold that lay to the 
west along the Trinity, Salmon and Scott Rivers. Through it passed the 
daily stages with strongboxes full of virgin gold. 37 The peak year for 
33Jean Moores Beauchamp and Mabel Frisbie, Shasta: The Queen City, 
(San Francisco: Calif. Historical Society, 1973), pp. 76-77, 82. 
34w. Howard Colby, A Century of Transportation in Shasta County, 
1821-1920, (Chico: Assoc. for Northern California Records and Research, 
1982}, Occasional Publication Number Seven, p. 50. 
35B. f. Frank, The History of Business Directory of Shasta County, 
(Redding: Redding Independent Book and Job Printing House, 1881), p. 10. 
36 Colby. p. 35. 
37 Philip Johnston, Lost and Living Cities of the California Gold 
Rush, (Los Angeles: Pacific Press, Inc., 1948), p. 46. 
Shasta was 1853 when the gold shipments averaged $100,000 per week. 38 The 
stage lines also brought in the mail to the three post offices: Shasta, 
Horsetown and Cottonwood. 39 The Shasta Courier ran the following advertise-
ment: 
The proprietors of this line are desirous of accommodating the 
traveling public by running their line as soon as the bad state 
of the weather will permit. They have placed upon the road 
their splendid stock and elegant Concord coaches, which will 
leave St. Charles hotel at six every morning for Sacramento, 
via Reading Springs, Milk Ranch, Clear Creek, Dangerfield ranch, 
American ranch, Cottonwood, Prairie House, Cotter•s Ferry, Red 40 Bluff, Tehama, Johnson ranch, Monroeville, Willets and Colusa. 
Into Shasta from the south came the road from Horsetown in the Clear 
Creek Diggings, with branches through Piety Hill (which became famous when 
the townspeople discovered the town had been built directly on an ancient 
river channel); Briggsville, Middletown, Centerville, Texas Springs, and 
along the crest of the Clear Creek gorge through Muletown. 
From the southeast came the 11 lower road 11 from Bell•s Bridge over Clear 
Creek near its mouth, along the flatlands to the Canon House; up Canon 
Creek and then over the hill to Salt Creek and on to Shasta, intersecting 
the Horsetown road just below the cemetery on the southern end of town. 
(For an official map of Shasta County, 1862, see Appendix E.) 
The Shasta-Yreka road joined other branches of the Oregon Trail on its 
way up the Sacramento River canyon. This was the central of the three 
main routes between the Sacramento Valley and Yreka. The eastern branch 
ran along the Pitt River and Fall River, east of Mt. Shasta peak, through 
the pass by Sheep Rock on the east side of Shasta Valley, then connected 
with the main trail at Yreka. 41 Until 1856 all goods taken into Yreka 
38peterson, Shadow, p. 30. 
39 McNamar, p. 45. 
40 Ibid., p. 37 
41 Beachamp, pp. 72, 76. 
were by pack mules through Shasta. 42 The western branch of the California-
Oregon trail ran through the towns of Shasta, French Gulch, Trinity Center 
and over Scott Mountain to Callahan, Etna and Fort Jones. 43 As late as 
1881 the mule pack- trains were still serving the western reaches of Siski-
you County from Etna over the Salmon Mountains and from Scott Valley to 
Crescent City. 44 
By 1855 Shas t a boasted of having three daily stages which carried pas-
sengers and freight. By September 1858 the California Stage Company ran 
28 daily stagelines in California. They ran nearly 3,000 miles daily and 
carried mail nearly 1,300 miles. 45 When it lost the mail contracts, it 
was sold to the California and Oregon Stage Company which became the larg-
est operator. (See Plate III). 
Shasta City•s supremacy as a major embarkation point for mail, freight 
and passengers seemed to be assured. However, four major blows eroded 
that power. The first reverses occurred in 1857 and 1859 when new wagon 
roads to Weaverville and Yreka were completed. Secondly, officials of the 
Oregon and California railroad decided that Shasta was too far west in the 
foothills to be used as a railroad connecting point. The surveys deter-
mined that it was more practical to follow the Sacramento Canyon, entering 
it at the Narrows, just above Middle Creek. 46 Construction of the Calif-
ornia portion of the line to Oregon was begun north of Marysville in 1869 
and on to Redding on September l, 1872 where the terminous remained for 
twelve years. The 0 & C was forced into receivership in 1887 so the 
42 Colby, p. 49. 
43Beauchamp, p. 76 . 
44 Colby, p. 49. 
45Giles, p. 65. 
46Beauchamp, p. 81. 
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Source: Holt-Atherton Center (duplicate), University of the Pacific, 
Stockton, California. 
47 properties were formally acquired under lease by the Southern Pacific. 
As the railroad advanced, freight wagon travel dropped. Stations were 
abandoned and many of the horses died from exposure. 
Not only was the coming of the railroad to Redding a great blow but 
Shasta never really recovered from a fire in 1878. The town no longer 
had vast wealth to rebuild as it had done in 1853, so it never really 
made a comeback. Shasta's most overwhelming defeat was its loss of the 
County seat to Redding. Ironically, the new county seat was named for 
Benjamin B. Redding, land agent for the railroad and one of the incorpor-
ators of the Southern Pacific. In 1874 the Legislature ordered the town 
to be called "Reading" but the popular mind still retained Redding. It 
is unfortunate that the spelling after the pioneer, Reading, was notre-
tained. In 1937 Shasta became part of the State Park Commission acquisi-
tion program and was dedicated as a State Historical Monument in June 
1950. 48 
Son1e confusion still exists between the original town of Shasta and 
the present town, Mt. Shasta. During the early days Mt. Shasta was called 
Strawberry Valley, until 1886 when it was renamed Sisson (for H. J. Sisson, 
an early settler) and then in 1922, Mt. Shasta: 
Sisson, a new town, was surveyed and lots auctioned October 29, 
1887 with the first day's sale totalling $4,000. Sisson devel-
oped rapidly in three months. A. E. Doney operated a store, 
Harry Hill a saloon, John r~ay and J. H. Sisson completed build-
ings, the latter erecting a stable on Squaw Valley road; Messrs. 
Carlton & Co., carpenters, and Mr. Howard, occupied residences; 
railroad engines stopped to fill water tanks; and J. 0. Welsh 
was constructing a new sawmill at the 18th crossing, making, 
with Scott & Co., Frazier, and Stewarts mills, four in all. 
47Erle Heath, Sevent -Five Years of Pro ress: Historical Sketch of 
the Southern Pacific, San Francisco: S.P. Bureau of News, Dec. 1945 , 
p. 17. 
48 Peterson, Shadow, pp. 35, 36. 
There were prospects of more. Foundation for Sisson's Depot 
Hotel June 1887, was laid by the railroad company. For con-
cessions Mr. Sisson granted 420 acres of land. He was given 
rights of operation without rent during his life. A plaza, 
east of the railroad track was reserved to give train trave-
lers an unobstructed view of Mount Shasta. Eleven months 
later Judge R. E. Montgomery began editing the MOUNT SHASTA 
HERALD. 49 
Sisson was a train-stop on the way north to Oregon but Redding was 
the important embarkation point and the County seat. Nearby mining ac-
tivities in the 1870s and 1880s in the Copper Belt were added to Redding's 
prosperity. There were smelters at Kennett, Bully Hill, Coram, Keswick 
and at Ingot. The Mountain Copper Company at Kennett was the first 
successful smelter in Shasta County. It built a three-foot gauge railroad 
that ran between Keswick and Iron Mountain which was located about twelve 
miles northwest of Redding. There were eleven miles of mainline and about 
three and one-half miles of sidings and also two miles of three-rail track 
from Keswick to the Southern Pacific. 50 The surrounding pines and firs 
were cut to build tunnels for mines, rail support, trestles and even build 
fires under piles of copper sulphide ore. All vegetation, including coni-
fers and fruit trees was killed by the sulfur dioxide that was released. 
Because of the loss of trees, many farmers sued the mining and smelt-
ing firms. The combination of lawsuits and falling market prices for 
copper finally closed the mines. This closure did not stop the pollution 
problem completely. Water seepage through the old tunnels, open pits and 
mine dumps' accumulation of acid and metals ends up in the lakes nearby 
49Joseph Roy Jones, Saddle Bags in Siskiyou, (Yreka: News -Journal 
Print Shop, 1953), p. 223. 
50william B. Clark, Report on the Gold Districts of California, Calif-
ornia Division of Mines and Geology, Bulletin 193, (Sacramento : State 
Printing Office, 1970), op. 140-142. 
and in the Sacramento River. Copper solutions were blamed for killing 
fish. 51 The denuded hills were many years later still referred to as the 
11 Bald Hills of Shasta County. 1152 The message, to save the forests, was 
soon to begin. 
51 The Redding Record Searchlight, Centennial Edition, June 10, 1950, 
p. 8-A. 
5211 Shasta's Bonanza Queen, 11 (Redding: Boggs Collection, n.d.), Mimeo-
graphed copy, p. _. · 
CHAPTER FIVE 
FEDERAL REGULATION: ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT 
Emergence of the Forest Service 
The development of a federal forest reserve in the Shasta region grew 
out of a national conservation movement that reached a peak during the admin-
istration of Theodore Roosevelt (1901-1909). This movement, in turn, was 
stimulated by decades of ill-advised land disposal policies which had dis-
astrous environmental consequences. 
During the early 1860s Congress enacted several major laws dealing with 
the disposition of the public domain, but did not officially recognize 
timberland in its legislation. Land was either classified as agricultural 
or not suited for agriculture. A tremendous amount of land was acquired 
under the Pacific Railroad Bill of 1862 by both the Union Pacific and the 
Central Pacific railroads in California. Each railroad received the odd-
numbered alternate sections amounting to twenty sections per mile. The 
Homestead Act of 1862 enabled settlers to acquire 160 acres for the filing 
fee. Land could be obtained either by purchase under several public laws, 
or bought outright from the railroad. Congress gave away vast portions of 
the West without regulations. 
In the 1870s another series of land acts, ostensibly intended as re-
form measures, in practice amounted to another major assault on the public 
domain. The Timber Culture Act (1873) allowed a homesteader to plant trees 
to serve as a substitute for the residence requirement of the Homestead Act. 
Under this law the homesteader could obtain an additional 160 acres if one-
66 
four was planted to trees. 1 
Because of such wholesale giveaways, done without regulation or con-
trol and because of the flagrant timber waste, it was evident to many 
persons that some kind of protection was needed. The American Association 
for the Advancement of Science petitioned Congress to enact laws for the 
protection of the forests. One man in particular, Franklin B. Hough, 
pressed for a law to create a Commission of Forestry. Congress responded by 
naming Hough Commissioner of Agriculture on August 15, 1876, authorizing 
him to study and report on forest supplies and conditions. In his reports, 
Hough recommended: 
... that the principal bodies of timber land still rema1n1ng 
the property of the government ... be withdrawn from sale or 
grant. 2 
He also called attention to the thoughtless destruction of young timber 
which should be protected for use by future generations. He proposed these 
lands be placed under regulation. As the nation•s first forest chief 
(1876-1883), he also urged enforcement of existing laws and public forest 
reserves, but little was done. His constructive criticism of forest prac-
tices was blocked at every turn by Commissioner George B. Loring. Hough 
felt Loring 11 does not seem to comprehend my ideas, nor do I his. 113 Hough 
was not the only critic of current forest policy and practice; another was 
John Muir who fought to protect the forest through his writing. Another 
was Bernhard Fernow, Chief of the Division (1886-1898). Fernow•s most 
important contribution was to introduce modern professional forestry con-
cepts to federal practice. In his judgment, good forestry required a sound 
1Harold K. Steen, The U.S. Forest Service: A History, (Seattle: Uni-
versity of Washington Press, 1976), p. 2. 
2Ibid., p. 18. 
3Frank, B. Hough Diaries, January 19, 1882. From Steen, pp. 18-20. 
economic base: 
. the basic deficiency in handling forest resources was 
the failure to distinguish between interest and capital. 
Sustained-yield, after all, was based upon the notion that 
harvesting annual or periodic growth in increments (interest}. 
Overcutting occurred when the resource (base, or the capital) 
was depleted to a point where the desired growth could not be 
maintained. Cutting into forest capital reserves would, in 
the long run. lead to exhaustion. 4 
His ideas were incorporated into the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Law of 
1960. 
Because the Division of Forestry was given neither money nor power by 
Congress, real forest protection actually began among dedicated amateurs 
outside of government in America. One of the leading figures was Charles 
Sprague Sargent who, along with many other interested citizens, helped to 
do much of the groundwork which ultimately led up to the passage of one of 
the most important legislative actions in the history of conservation, the 
Creative Act of March 3, 1891. Ironically, many Congressmen did not intend 
to legislate a wholesale forest reservation policy, but they overlooked the 
implications of a key Amendment which passed virtually unnoticed: 
Sec. 24: The President of the United States may, from time to 
time, set apart and reserve, in any State or Territory having 
public land bearing forests, in any part of the public lands 
wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth, whether 
of commercial value or not, as national forests, and the Presi-
dent shall, by public proclamation, declare the establishment 
of such forests and the limits thereof. 5 
The existing reserves were opened up to mining and grazing in 1897 
under the Forest Management Act or Organic Administration Act. For over 
sixty years this Act was the basis of forest reserve management when it was 
supplemented by the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act. 
4 U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Annual Report, (Washington: 1886), p. 155. 
5Michael Frome, The Forest Service, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 
1971), p. 213. 
Shortly after the enactment in 1897, Gifford Pinchot was named the 
first Forest Service Chief (1898-1910). He saw administration of forest 
lands as being significantly different from other types of government work. 
He strongly recommended adoption of three goals: Permanent tenure of forest 
land, continuity of management and the permanent employment of technically-
trained foresters: 
... professionalism, was crucial. Without trained foresters 
the high standard of fidelity, honesty, and ability required to 
manage the forests would be lacking. 6 
His philosophies expressed at that time are still in evidence. Pinchot 
stated his Forest Service policy when he wrote: 
Forest reserves are for the purpose of preserving a perpetual 
supply of timber for home, industries, preventing destruction 
of the forest cover which regulates the flow of streams, and 
protecting local residents from unfair competition in the use 
of forest and range. They are patrolled and protected, at 
Government expense, for the benefit of the community and home 
builder. 7 
The Use Book also began a very definite recreation policy. Many felt the 
agency deserved public support for its recreational program. Instead, 
public support grew for a park bureau. A few years later, this was to 
occur. (For a comparison of National Parks v. National Forest, see Figure 
10.) 
Pinchot saw that all resources were to some degree related and had to 
be dealt with by a unified approach. He took his ideas to President Theo-
dore Roosevelt. According to Pinchot, the President 11 Understood, accepted 
and adopted it without the smallest hesitation. 118 It can be appropriately 
6u. S. Congress, Senate, Surveys of the Forest Reserves, Sen. Doc. 
189, 55 Cong. 2, March 15, 1898, pp. 34-39, 43. 
7u. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, The Use of the 
National Forest Reserves: Regulations and Instructions (hereafter cited as 
Use Book), July 1, 1905, p. 7. 
8 Steen, p. 96. 
Figure 10 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN NATIONAL PARK AND NATIONAL FOREST 
National Park Service 
Background: Established by Con-
gress as a bureau of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in 1916. 
Initial idea resulted from an 
expedition in 1869-70 through 
what is now Yellowstorie Park, 
when a Montana judge named 
Cornelius Hedges opposed private 
exploitation of the area and pro-
posed instead that such wi 1 der-
nesses be kept in the public 
domain for the enjoyment of all. 
Purpose: Conservation and pre-
servation of lands and sites 
which, owing to their natural 
beauty and historical signifi-
cance, are part of our natural 
heritage. 
Policy: Provide for public bene-
fit and enjoyment without impair-
ment of the wi 1 dernes s or inter-
fering with nature's cycle. 
Activities such as cutting 
timber, hunting and mining are 
not permitted but the control of 
plant and wildlife diseases, fire 
control and facilities for 
display and explanation of 
natural phenomena and historical 
features are provided. 
Jurisdiction: Presently 201 
areas including national parks, 
monuments and recreational areas, 
historical parks, battlefields, 
sites and memorials totalling 
over 26 million acres. 
Organization: Headquarters in 
Washington, D.C., and segmented 
into 6 region a 1 offices, each 
having a regional director in 
charge; each park managed by a 
resident superintendent assisted 
by his staff of park rangers. 
u. S. Forest Service 
Background: Established under 
the Department of Agriculture in 
1905, a direct descendant of the 
Bureau of Forestry that had func-
tioned as part of the Department 
of the Interior after Congress 
first authorized forest reserves 
in 1891. Initially, government 
forest reserves were needed to 
safeguard the dwindling western 
timberlands still in public 
domain toward the end of the 19th 
century. 
Purpose: Preservation and deve-
1 opment of all the resources in 
our national forests and the 
maintenance of these regions to 
prevent extinction of our natural 
reserves. 
Policy: Conservation of national 
forest areas by selective cutting 
of timber, regula ted hunting of 
wildlife and mining of certain 
minerals, controlled grazing by 
domestic animals, study of plant 
growth and disease, reforesta-
tion, fire control, cooperation 
with state and private landowners 
in forestry programs and, as an 
adjunct to this program, public 
recreation. 
Jurisdiction: Presently 154 
national forests and 18 national 
grasslands comprising 186 million 
acres of land in 41 states and 
Puerto Rico. 
Organization: Headquarters in 
Washington, D.C., and 10 admi-
nistrative regions, each headed 
by a regional forester, each 
national forest under a forest 
supervisor with a staff of 
technicians; each forest divided 
Law Enforcement: Rangers have 
authority to arrest for mi s-
demeanors, i.e., traffic viola-
tions, disorderly conducts, etc. 
committed within park boundaries, 
as well as violations of park 
rules; cases tried before Federal 
Commissioner, often located 
within the park. 
into ranger districts, usually 
composed of 50,000 to 300,000 
acres each and headed by a 
district ranger who in turn 
supervises a staff of forest 
rangers. 
Law Enforcement: Rangers have 
authority to enforce laws 
affecting the land management; 
i.e., trespass, illegal timber 
cutting, poaching, etc., but call 
in sheriff for misdemeanors; 
violations of law tried in state 
courts. 
Source: Johnson, National Parks of the West, (1965), p. 307. 
argued t~at others before Pinchot had grasped the same conservation prin-
ciples. What is important is the effectiveness of Pinchot's use of the 
concept. 
President Roosevelt also considered wise use of the forest tantamount: 
... Forestry is the preservation of forestsby wise use. 
forestry means making the for~sts useful, not only to the 
settler, the rancher, the miner, the men who live in the 
neighborhood, but indirectly to the men who may live hundreds 
of miles off down the course of some great river which has had 
its rise from the forest-bearing mountains. 9 
The establishment of the Forest Reserves in 1905 began a new era in 
forestry. This was the year the reserves were transferred to the newly-
created Forest Service in the Department of Agriculture. Prior to this 
time, it had been called the Division of Forestry (1881) and Bureau of 
Forestry (1901). It wasn't too long before the name "Reserves" was changed 
to National Forest in order to emphasize that resources were not locked up 
but open for use as long as it was compatible with the preservation and 
perpetuation of resources such as wood, forage and recreation. 
Roosevelt's trip with John Muir through Yosemite in 1903 had proved 
fruitful for the reserves. One day after leaving Muir and the Valley, he 
asked Secretary Hitchcock "to extend the Sierra Reserve northward all the 
way to Mount Shasta ... we are not building this country of ours for a 
day--it is to last through the ages." 10 
The Emergence of Shasta Forest Reserve 
The national problems and issues described in the first section of 
this Chapter were reflected in the struggle to establish and maintain the 
9 Wm. F. Berghoffen , 100 Years of Federal Forestr , U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture Information Bulletin 42, Washington: 1976 , p. 24. 
10stephen Fox, John Muir and His Legacy, (Boston: Little Brown & Co., 
1981), p. 126. 
I 
Shasta Forest Reserve. Both the Shasta and Trinity Forest Reserves were 
established by Presidential Proclamation of President Roosevelt in 1905. 
This action was the culmination of many years of fighting to save and pro-
tect the trees in this area. On a trip north in 1887, John Muir and William 
Keith stopped for two days at Mount Shasta. Muir was appalled at the des-
truction of the forest about Shasta. He felt the devastation had been 
going on without protest. 11 In a chapter of Picturesque California, he 
summed up his views on forest preservation in the Shasta region: 
... The Shasta region may be reserved as a national park, with 
special reference to the preservation of its fine forests and 
game. This should by all means be done . 
. . . would it not, then be a fine thing to set it apart, like 
Yellowstone and the Yosemite as a national park, for the welfare 
and benefit of all mankind, preserving its fountains and forests 
in all its glad life and primeval beauty? Very little of the 
region can ever be more valuabl~ for any other use--certainly 
not for gold nor for grain. No private right or interest need 
suffer and thousands yet unborn would come from afar and near 12 and bless the country for its wise and benevolent forethought. 
Muir added an ecological perspective, pointing out that forests regulate 
rainfall and prevent erosion, but his pleas fell on deaf ears. To Muir, 
protecting wilderness was an act of worship, so he plunged into the battle 
with the "intensity of a religious fanatic." 13 By 1892 Muir and a group of 
interested persons had organized the Sierra Club which was s~t up to ''ex-
plore, enjoy and render accessible the mountain regions of the Pacific 
coast." 14 As president and dedicated member, Muir served for twenty-two 
11 Linnie Marsh Wolfe, Son of the Wilderness: The Life of John Muir, 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945), pp. 238-239. 
12John r~uir, "Mt. Shasta," Picturesque California, (New York: The 
Dewing Publishing Company, 1888), pp. 204, 231-232. 
13Howard R. Lamar, ed., The Reader's Encyclopedia of the American 
West, (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1977), p. 479. 
--
14Ibid., p. 780. 
years. In 1901 Muir expressed the philosophy of the club: 
... thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people 
are beginning to find out that going to the mountains is 
going home; that wilderness is a necessity; and the mountain 
parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains of 
timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life. 15 
During the next decade Muir was to come into sharp conflict with the 
utilitarian wing of the American conservation movement, led by Gifford 
Pinchot. Muir believed Pinchot was an exploiter, while Pinchot felt Muir's 
definition of conservation was narrow, impractical and selfish. They 
clashed over the purpose of the national forests. Muir felt ''every acre 
of remaining forest land, not suitable for farming, needed protection. 1116 
In the northwest, sheepmen and prospectors were burning off forest cover, 
regarding trees not even as board feet, but as 11 Weeds. 11 Trees were free 
for the taking so it was not until about 1900 that the timber shortage 
began to be felt. When the price of lumber increased, so did fraud. 
General Land Office Commissioner William Sparks denounced timber 
frauds in northern California. A lumber company (no names cited in the 
records) had openly used farmers, sailors and any available person to file 
claims for them under the Timber and Stone Act. The entryman would then 
sell the claim back to the company. It was estimated that one-half of the 
claims filed were fraudulent. 17 The law had a loophole: Only the prelim-
inary application required the entryman's oath that he wasn't acquiring 
land for another; no oath was required at the time of final entry. 18 
15 Lamar, p. 780. 
16 Fox, p. 113. 
17u. S. Department of the Interior, Annual Report 2 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1886), pp. 95, 200, 213. 
1811 The Timber Land Frauds, 11 Outlook, 88 (February 1908), pp. 239-241. 
Confiscation of government timber from public lands was another pro-
blem. The Government put a stop to this, to a degree. When this source 
of timber dried up, the lumbermen looked to the homesteaders and settlers. 
Many were willing to sell their holdings for very little. Some allowed 
the timbermen to cut the timber off their lands for about 75¢ per thousand 
feet. 19 Some settlers rejected the lumbermen and set up their own small 
mills on their small acreages and began cutting their own timber. They 
slashed into the second class and some into the third-class timber, and dis-
covered they could sell lumber made from red fir trees. But even so, much 
of each tree was left on the ground to become a fire hazard to the rest of 
the trees. 20 So stolen timber and waste was added to the list of problems. 
While this was occurring, Thomas Barlow Walker of the Red River Lumber 
Company was busy acquiring timberland. He was bidding high for every avail -
able acre. He bought out most of the small mills along with timber rights 
and processed the logs at Red River's plant in Westwood (Lassen County). 
Apparently he was very successful because by 1915, the Red River Lumber 
Company was the largest operator in Shasta County. It absorbed the Terry 
Lumber Company which consisted of 24,000 acres of timberland, 50 miles of 
flume (terminating at Bella Vista)., 60 miles of telephone line connecting 
with the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and 16 miles of narrow gauge 
railroad from Bella Vista to the Southern Pacific at Anderson . The Walkers 
owned the largest timber area in the state which included portions of South 
Siskiyou, South Modoc, Northern Shasta, and northwest Lassen Counties. For 
all this, he paid $2,500,000. Much earlier, in 1903, he had purchased the 
Fall River Milling Company and acquired the water rights in that section 
19Myrtle McNamar, Way Back When (Cottonwood: Mimeographed, 1952), p. 
116. 
20 Ibid., p. 117. 
for future holdings. 21 A monopoly had been created. A timber company 
owning huge stands of virgin timber was not reassuring to those seeking 
forest protection. 
Thus, it is very evident why the Forest Reserves were created. Not 
only to protect the forest physically, but also to protect them from over-
zealous men who used various methods of acquiring land wealth. 
Most of the Shasta Forest Reserve (34 Stat. 3157) was located in 
Shasta County with a portion in Siskiyou County--the name coming from Mount 
Shasta peak (see Appendix F.l). Headquarters for Shasta were established 
at Sisson in 1906. There were seven ranger districts: Trinity, Sacra-
mento, Redding, Goosenest, Pitt, McCloud and Scott. The respective ranger 
stations for Trinity Center were Dunsmuir, Mount Hebron, Fall River Mills, 
McCloud and Callahan. Headquarters for the Forest Ranger-in-Charge of the 
Western Division were located at Weaverville. 
The Ranger Districts and their staffs were first listed in the Forest 
Service Directory of October 1920 and yearly thereafter. 22 This account 
does not include all names because they have become so numerous. (For a 
partial account of the early days, see Appendix F.2.) 
In the early days, the Ranger spent much of his time administering 
grazing allotments, examining homestead claims, building trails and fire 
lookouts, and fighting fires. The diary of the first Ranger on the Hayfork 
District, James William Patton, gives us a glimpse of the year-round acti-
vities: 
21 Rosena A. Giles, Shasta County California, A History, (Oakland: 
Biobooks, 1949), p. 147. 
22u.s. Department of Agriculture, 11 Early Forest History, 11 n.n., For-
est History Section, (Washington: 1969), pp . l-5. See also Forest Archives, 
San Bruno, CA; Mt. Shasta Ranger Station; National Personnel Center, St. 
Louis, Mo. 
... made many trips to the top of Dubakella Mountain to look 
for fires, (there were no lookouts), shod horses and worked on 
footbridge icro~s Dobbins Gulch near post office ... attended 
ranger meetings in Weaverville, and in spring and summer made 
out grazing applications. Salary was $60.00 a month, had to 
furnish own saddle horse and pack mule. 23 
A comparison of Shasta and Trinity will be made because it is now 
called the Shasta-Trinity National Forest. It was consolidated in 1954 
as an economy move although each has a separate identity. However, the 
major emphasis will be placed on the Shasta Forest and Mount Shasta Peak. 
When the boundaries were originally fixed, it was impossible to exclude 
all agricultural land along streams and in small valleys surrounded by tim-
ber. Ultimately, these areas were opened for entry for agricultural pur-
poses within the forest under the Forest Homestead Act of 1906. 24 Not 
only were many boundaries changed due to this Act, but also for the next 
several decades many changes were made to either add or delete land from 
both Shasta and Trinity Forests. During the next 60 years, Shasta had 22 
changes and Trinity had 11. When originally established, Shasta Forest 
contained 1,523,770 acres and Trinity was composed of l ,243,042 acres. 25 
(For more specific data, see Appendix F.3.} 
The first major use of the forest was grazing. Its leading objectives 
were to protect and conserve the use of land adapted to grazing and also 
to protect the settler and rancher from unfair competition in use of the 
forest forage. It is still considered a privilege, allowable under law, 
if it does not interfere with timber production and watershed protection. 26 
23chester B. Flint and Paula S. Flint, 11 Random Notes on the Upper 
South Fork of the Trinity River, Trinity, (1966), p. 47. 
24 Steen, p. 325. 
25u.S.D.A. Forest Service, Establishment and Modification of National 
Forest Boundaries, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 7-
102. 
26 U.S.D.A., Forest Service, National Forest Manual, (Washington: Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1924), p. 45. 
Not only is forage important for the livestock, but for the wildlife 
in Shasta Forest. This is a very important function to ensure the perpetu-
ation and protection of the wildlife. Conditions on Shasta are such that 
it has never been possible to make an accurate game census. The Shasta 
Forest has a wide variety of wildlife: Elk, antelope, black-tailed deer, 
Rocky-Mountain mule deer, and bear. Good game management is important also 
to try to control numbers as well as to make sure that forage is available 
in ample quantities in both winter and summer range. This is one reason 
why it is so essential that overgrazing does not occur with domestic ani-
mals. Added to providing enough feed is the control of the predatory 
animals such as coyotes, bobcat and mountain lion. 27 
Timber quickly became the most important use of the forest with graz-
ing being secondary. Revenue derived from both areas was selected for both 
the Shasta and Trinity for the years 1906-1924, the period after establish-
ment until WWI and beyond. There was a marked increase derived from timber 
operations on Shasta compared to that of the Trinity. More grazing income 
was realized from the Trinity Forest due to its greater acreage devoted to 
grazing as well as its longer grazing season (see Appendix F.4): 
Shasta National Forest 
Net area of 852,776 acres; area of timberland including woodland 
and burned area 822,776 acres; area usable for grazing 586,425 
acres. The average length of the grazing season for cattle and 
horses was 6 months; for sheep and goats 4~ months. The carry-
ing capacity for cattle and horses 7,420. No swine were reported. 
The carrying capacity for sheep and goats 23, 100. 
Trinity National Forest 
Net area of 1,410,037 acres; area of timberland including wood-
land and burned area 1,190,042 acres; area usable for grazing 
906,195 acres. The average length of the grazing season for 
cattle and horses was 7 months; for sheep and goats 5 months. 
The carrying capacity for cattle and horses 13,100. No swine 
27 Mt. Shasta Herald, December 9, 1937, p. l, col. 3,4,5. 
[ 
were reported. The carrying capacity for sheep and goats 
20,000. 28 
By 1934 poor range conditions prompted the enactment of the Taylor-
Grazing Act which was adopted to stop injury to the public grazing land 
by preventing overgrazing, soil deterioration and to stabilize the live-
stock industry dependent upon the public range. According to the Mount 
Shasta Herald, 11 •• by 1937 cuts in the number of cattle and sheep 
grazing on Shasta Forest had been made. There were 5,742 cattle and 
16,998 sheep permitted at this time.~~ 29 
Another very important measure was adopted to protect all the for-
ests. An army of men called the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was 
established by law to work in the forests from 1933 until 1942 through 
the ingenuity of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. It helped in two ways: 
1) it gave jobs to the unemployed during the Depression; the benefits of 
working outdoors, an opportunity to learn and good healthful food; and 
2) it conserved and protected the National Forests from erosion and fire. 
Shasta and Trinity each had several camps: The CCC Camps in the Shasta 
National Forest were Leafe, Sims, Bear Creek, Clear Creek, Slagger, Stouts 
Meadow, Castells, South Salt Creek, Squaw Creek, Mount Shasta and Baird. 
Trinity National Forest had six camps: Hawkins Bar, Madd River, Big Bar, 
Minersville, Harrison Gulch and Peanut. 
There were few roads, mostly trails, when the CCCs first came to 
Shasta. They were put to work building fire-access roads and upgrading 
the few roads in existence. Many areas were remote and isolated so 
28u. S. Congress, Sen. Com. on Public Lands and Surveys, National 
Forests and the Public Domain Hearing, 69th Cong., 1 Sess., Senate Doc 
ReS 347 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925), p. 1754-1755. 
29 Mt. Shasta Herald, December 23, 1937, p. 1, col. 5,6. 
their work using the mechanized equipment such as trucks, graders and 
heavy equipment was of valuable assistance. 
Three men were selected to give an overview of the thoughts of the 
men on the program and how successful they felt it to be. Ralph Cantrell 
joined the Shasta Forest CCC in 1933 and while reminiscing about his 
father, a former Ranger, he stated: "His lookout was a tower rope. He 
didn't have a phone. He used an old cattle trail and would go up early 
and stay all day and look the country over for fire." Cantrell continued: 
say: 
I was getting $30.00 a month, food and clothing when I first 
started with the CCC. It was six hours a day, but we still 
put in part-time travelling. We really had good food and a 
lot of good bosses. Sal Morrison was one of my last bosses 
before I got to be a foreman myself. I could run the grader--
most anything on wheels. 30 
Tom Blankenship joined the Shasta Forest CCC in 1934 and had this to 
In the old days, before the CCC Program, the Forest Service 
existed, but didn't amount to very much. It was very remote, 
had very few stations, just a few people, .maybe two or three . 
. . . they had a little bit of a fire organization. Most of 
it consisted of trails going to what few lookouts they had .. 
they used a lot of pack mules and had ground telephone lines. 
At one time I think the Shasta Forest had something like 1100 
miles of telephone lines, which included mostly ground lines. 
What you call a ground line is just a wire that runs overhead 
and another returns it to the ground. These are the ones put 
on trees and insulators here and there. That worked real good 
in the old days. There was no man-made noises of any kind and 
later in the '30s and then on they started running these high-
powered power lines, which had a lot of ground clearance, and 
all of that really put the ground telephone system out of 
business. 31 
As a Ranger in the Forest Service since 1923, Ray Beals stated: 
Being a Ranger wasn't too difficult because I had quite a 
30statement by Ralph Cantrell, retired employee, Shasta-Trinity 
National Forest (personal interview; Redding, CA, March 24, 1982). 
31 statement by Tom Blankenship, retired employee, Shasta-Trinity 
National Forest (personal interview; Redding, CA, March 10, 1982). 
lot of background at the time when I transferred up to the 
Trinity. There was mostly field work; some technical. When 
I started as a lookout I got $90.00 a month, as a manager of 
the district I got $1800.00 a year. Of course you had to 
furnish your own horses, feed, saddles and a mule. Most of 
the travel was by horseback. Physical work outside of main-
tenance was grazing in the country. We had quite a few cattle 
and a few sheep. 
When they started out the first three years~ the CCC Program 
was a real good program. We had some good boys and there 
were several of them from that first camp that went on to 
make quite a success of themselves. One got to be a lawyer, 
another a contractor--they were good boys. At that time they 
had a real chance to learn. Regulations were not too compli-
cated and the work programs were good. But as the years went 
on it seemed like there was more and more restrictions and 
red-tape and by the time we closed it up it was almost use-
less. 32 
During the thirties the CCC made another great advance in fire con-
trol. It constructed many roads and trails into remote areas subject to 
fires caused by lightning or human inadequacy. The only protection is 
speedy detection and fast dispatch of forest fire-fighting units; hence 
roads were very important to protect the area. Of course the best example 
of the need for protection is in order to allow the growth of young trees. 
Just above Mount Shasta City there is an area called the Lueck Burn. This 
area was prepared for planting young pines, which the CCC did, and many 
little trees have survived. This was done to replace the unsightly brush 
field. 33 
It was as if Stuart B. Show were directing them as he had originally 
stated in a report on April 12, 1913: 
... to make the brush fields produce timber, artificial re-
forestation is necessary, except in those cases where natural 
restocking is taking place, or can reasonably be expected. 
32statement by Ray Beals, retired employee, Shasta-Trinity National 
Forest (personal interview; Redding, CA, March 17, 1982). 
33 Mt. Shasta Herald, August 5, 1937, p. l, col. 2. 
This will necessitate the expenditure of an enormous sum of 
money, not for the actual work of setting out stock or sour-
ing seed, but also for nurseries to pr~duce stock, and 
experimental work to determine the methods which must be 
used to secure satisfactory results. 34 
Indeed, the results were satisfactory. Not only did they plant thousands 
of trees to reforest and prevent erosion, but also it was estimated, on a 
nationwide basis, that 2 million men planted over 2 billion trees! 
In conjunction with fighting forest fires, the CCC units carried out 
an important experiment in 1937 to ascertain if it were possible to keep 
contact with headquarters with a portable radio broadcasting unit. Accord-
ing to the Mt. Shasta Herald, 11 William Houghs succeeded in maintaining 
perfect connection with headquarters of the Forest Service in Mount Shasta 
during the entire climb. This was the first time radio had been employed 
to work 'on a forest fire. •u 35 
Besides constructing the John Everitt Memorial Highway, at Shasta's 
base, the CCC also built Panther Meadows campsite, installed many trails, 
and sanitary facilities in recreation areas in the Shasta Forest during 
the nine years they were in existence. This was a period of regeneration 
and regrowth for the Shasta Forest due to a lag in the timber market. With 
the advent of WWII, timber sales soared due to all the needs related to 
wartime activity. Following the war even greater demands were placed on 
the need for lumber to build houses. By 1960 timber revenue reached 
$4,715,356.60; recreation realized $20,826.31 and grazing fees collected 
$7,364.30 for the combined Shasta-Trinity National Forest. 36 
34u.S.D.A., 11 Early Forest History, 11 p. 5. 
35Mt. Shasta Herald, August 26, 1937, p. 1, col. 4. 
36u.S.D.A. Forest Service, Annual Collection Statements of the 
National Forest, Shasta Trinity National Forests, (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, March, 1961)., p. 1. 
CHAPTER SIX 
SHASTA FOREST: IN TRANSITION 
Since the 1960s the Shasta Forest has been the center of attention 
from two legitimate but competing interests. On the one hand is the 
Forest Service, whose multiple use concept serves as the guiding princi-
ple for both timber development and recreation. On the other hand are 
the preservationists who fear that wilderness values are succumbing to 
the axe and chain-saw mentality of the Utilitarians. A fundamental ques-
tion lies at the heart of these competing forces. Can development and 
wilderness exist side-by-side in the Shasta Forest? 
For many years the Forest Service has been accused of fundamental 
mismanagement of its responsibilities. Critics have seen the result as 
overcutting, an emphasis on clear-cutting (which attracts gophers when new 
trees are planted), and a lack of selective cutting. Opponents have 
charged that while the Forest Service has allowed pristine stands of tim-
ber to be cut, it has at the same time tried to promote logged-over areas 
as wilderness, jokingly called "wilderness-on-the-rocks." 1 Timber inter-
ests have pressured the Forest Service to allow them to cut what is 
"theirs." Counties have enjoyed receiving the 25% of timber revenue which 
is returned to local jurisdictions for roads and schools. 
The struggle between preservation of public forests and exploitation 
became so intense that two major lawsuits were filed against the U.S. 
1Jack Shepherd, The Forest Killers, (New York: Weybright and Talley, 
1975)' p. 193. 
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Forest Service 11 affecting timber sales with regard to the National Environ-
menta 1 Po 1 icy Act of 1969 11 (NEPA). 2 To understand the importance of this 
action, one must look to the law prior to this time. According to one 
critic, 11 Before 1970 the federal government could roll into any part of 
America and blast, dig, haul, dam, cut, cement, dredge, tar--do anything 
. 3 it wanted. 11 The tough new law brought a drastic change. Through litiga-
tion and enforcement, NEPA has released a flood of information about the 
environmental effects of government activities and their underlying rati-
onale. Section 102 requires 11 every federal agency must file and make 
available to the public a detailed statement of the impact upon the en-
vironment of every major project it undertakes.A 
This law was put to the test when President Richard Nixon issued a 
directive in June 1973 to Earl L. Butz, Secretary of Agriculture to 11 Up 
and cut. 115 The Forest Service was to cut an additional billion board feet 
of timber, or a 10% increase. It was not asked whether the additional 
timber could or should be cut. In one month the allowable cut had jumped 
from 5.6 billion board feet to 11.8 billion board feet. 6 The Natural Re-
sources Defense Council brought suit against Earl Butz and John McGuire 
charging them with failure to comply with the NEPA because 11 increased 
national timber goals constitute major federal action requiring NEPA state-
ment, and complete public review. 117 The judge ruled in plaintiff•s favor. 
2shepherd, p. 193. 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid. 
5clarence W. Brizec, 11 Judicial Review of Forest Service Land Manage-
ment Decisions, 11 2 pts., Journal of Forestry, 73 (July/Aug. 1975), p. 424. 
6Ibid. 
7shepherd, pp. 266-267. 
The Forest Service was not to cut more than 10.8 billion board feet until 
an environmental impact statement had been filed. 
Increasing the cut on the National forests was not a new idea. Fol-
lowing WWI the Forest Service and the lumbermen and foresters felt it would 
benefit everyone. In 1952 Assistant Chief Christopher Granger was pleased 
when the National Forest Service receipts had topped expenditures and they 
were finally in the black. However, Chief McArdle pointed out later, 11 the 
National Forest cut was 70% below potential because there was a lack of 
access roads to the virgin timber stands. 118 
It was becoming very obvious to those who wanted to protect the for-
est that legislation had to be enacted. On June 7, 1956, Senator Hubert 
Humphrey and eight other senators introduced the first Wilderness Bill, 
S. 4013. The Forest Service testified against wilderness legislation in 
1957, saying: 11 It would strike at the heart of the multiple use policy of 
national forest administration. 119 The service suggested a substitute bill 
of its own to establish multiple use and sustained yield as objectives in 
administering the National Forests. Under the bill no one received pri-
ority. It was signed into law on June 12, 1960 by President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. The five major issues of the Forest Service--timber, range, 
water, wildlife and recreation were contained and specified in the Multi-
ple Use-Sustained Yield Act (74 Stat. 215). 
The bill had an amendment stating that 11 the establishment and main-
tenance of areas of wilderness are consistent with the purposes and 
8Harold K. Steen, The U.S. Forest Service, A History (Seattle: Uni-
versity of Washington Press, 1976), pp. 282-83. 
9J. Michael McCloskey, 11 The Wilderness Act of 1964: Its Background 
and Meaning, 11 Oregon Law Review 45 (June 1966), pp. 298-99. 
provisions of this Act. 1110 J. Michael McCloskey of the Sierra Club 
questioned the intent and meaning of the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield law. 
He felt Sustained-Yield evoked 11 high yield, 11 while Multiple Use suggested 
reducing the yield when necessary. He stated: 
The Act does state to a degree some protection, 'without per-
manent impairment of the productivity of the land and the 
quality of the environment,• but it does not go far enough 
to actually protect wilderness. 11 
It was believed by the Forest Service at the time the Multiple Use-
Sustained Yield law was passed 11 that it would be looked upon in the years 
to come as the basic charter for the administration of the Forest Service. 1112 
Forest administrators recognized the multiple-use decision must weigh the 
value of trees as trees; the value of wilderness in watershed protection 
and water production as habitat for wildlife and also as a source of re-
creation.13 
Forest administrators may have felt it was a panacea; however, those 
who used the forest's resources felt threatened with the new law. Timber 
interests felt the government was holding too much timber land and wanted 
more released for their use; stockmen did not like the regulation and 
wanted to own the land outright. The Mining Congress stated: 
... The unprecedented development of the mineral resources 
of this Nation and its ability to produce the basic raw mater-
ials so vital to our National Defense is largely due to the 
basic concepts and principles of our mining laws. They are 
based on the premise that minerals in public lands should be 
developed by private enterprise and that, as an incentive and 
reward for discovery and development of them, title to the 
lands may be acquired. 14 
10J. Michael McCloskey, 11 The Meaning of the Multiple Use-Sustained 
Yield Act of 1960, 11 Oregon Law Review 41 (1961), pp. 49, 52. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Steen, p. 302. 
13Michael Frome, The Forest Service, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 
1971), p. 107. 
14 Ibid., pp. 110,111. 
There was confusion and conflict over the land use. Long before the 
Multiple-Use/Sustained Yield law became a reality, the problem was suc -
cinctly stated: 
... Simultaneous use of the same piece of land for several 
purposes is often difficult since many uses compete with, as 
well as supplement each other. Maximum production of timber 
interferes with maximum production of wildlife. Full utili-
zation of forage reduces the yield of wood. Heavy cutting 
may make the forest less effective as a regulator of run-off 
and certainly it impairs its value for recreation. Complete 
preservation of natural conditions for the benefit of the 
water supply or the nature lover puts a stop to all industrial 
uses. 15 
Nearly twenty years have passed since the enactment of the Wilderness 
Act on September 3, 1964. It took nine long years and about seventy-five 
revisions before wilderness was finally defined 11 as an area where the earth 
and its community of life are untrammeled by man where man himself is a 
visitor who does not remain, 11 and it declared it is 11 the policy of Congress 
to secure for the American people of present and future generations, the 
benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness. 1116 The Act established a 
National Wilderness Preservation System composed of certain federal lands 
retaining their primeval character, and it specified standards for pro-
tecting them and for bringing new units into the system. 
Under this Act, areas selected by the Forest Service were to get in-
terim protection until Congress determined when they would be designated 
as wilderness. When citizen groups disputed Federal Service proposals 
for non-wilderness, Congress acted as the arbiter. Roadless areas not 
selected would drop back into the commerical-land category. 17 
15 ~~uses of the Forest Land Are in Conflict, 11 Journal of Forestry 
41 (September 1940), pp. 325-326. 
16McC1oskey, Wilderness, p. 288. 
17Shepherd, p. 257. 
In 1973 the Forest Service designated more than twenty roadless areas 
in California for study as potential wilderness. In 1974 the Forest Ser-
vice held public meetings to discuss the Mount Shasta Planning Unit which 
contained the roadless area. Wilderness hearings were to have been held 
in the spring; however, the entire planning process ground to a halt when 
the Forest Service remembered that a mineral survey of the roadless inven-
tory was customary before an official proposal could be made. The U. S. 
Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines did not have the time, or money, to 
complete the Shasta survey. In the confusion, the delay prompted the 
Forest Service to end land-exchange negotiations pending with the Southern 
Pacific and other individuals willing to trade lands. 18 
At the same time two other environmental statements were being pre-
pared: Upper Trinity Planning Unit, Shasta-Trinity National Forest (USDA), 
California Region; and Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity National Recreation Area, 
Shasta and Clair Engle Lewiston Units (USDA), California Region of the 
Shasta-Trinity National Forest. Neither statement will be taken into con-
sideration in this paper due to space limitation. 
About four years later in 1978, the environmental statement for Mount 
Shasta Wilderness was drawn up in a draft by an interdisciplinary team 
consisting of the Forest Supervisor, Deputy Forest Supervisor, two Dis-
trict specialists as well as fourteen specialists in wilderness, soil, 
wildlife, recreation, archaeology, timber management, transportation plan-
ning, minerals, social sciences and economics . 
. . . The draft proposal recommends that 24,660 acres of land 
within the Mt. Shasta Wilderness Study Area, together with 
100 acres of contiguous undeveloped land, be designated by 
18Philip T. Rhodes, 11 0ne Last Chance for Shasta, 11 Sierra Club 
Bulletin, 62 (June/July/Aug. 1977), p. 50. 
Congress and added to the National Wilderness Preservation 19 System ... 9,300 acres of private land had to be acquired. 
To summarize the environmental impact : 
... Adverse effects would occur such as values foregone 
due to loss of timber, harvest, mineral and geothermal 
development, mechanized recreation opportunities, and some 
potential ski area expansion. 20 
What was to have been a relatively non-controversial wilderness study 
by the Shasta-Trinity Forest was pre-empted by a recreation problem--Ski 
Shasta. Development of a new ski site by Ski Shasta was in the planning 
stage. According to them, the existing resort was too small. They felt 
the only way to save their business was to expand, even though they were 
experiencing major problems with whiteouts, too much snow and avalanches 
on the slopes facing south. They wanted to increase the three chair-lifts 
to five, build two day lodges, two parking lots and a new ski run several 
miles long and at least eighty feet wide . 
According to the Sierra Club and the Mount Shasta Resource Council, 
Ski Shasta would be cutting through the last remaining virgin stand of 
Shasta red fir and, at one point, would run across the Horse Camp trail, 
the only access to the Sierra Club's land and lodge; and it would also 
interfere with the main climbing route to the summit. The most contro-
versial portion was in the area of the proposed wilderness, namely the 
stand of Shasta red fir located in the beautiful Sand Flat/Giddy Giddy 
Gulch, Section 30 area, and the roadless area. 
Within the roadless area the Southern Pacific Land Company has con-
siderable land; in fact it is the largest single land owner within the 
19u.s . Department of Agriculture, California Region, Draft Environ-
mental Statement, A Pro osal, Mt. Shasta Wilderness, Forest Service 
Washington: 1978 , pp. 1-2. 
20 Ibid. 
forest. Other major owners include Roseburg Lumber Company, Champion In-
ternational Corporation, and Sierra Pacific Industries. Many small land 
owners have property within the forest also. Actually half of Mount Shasta 
is owned by the Southern Pacific Land Company because the Southern Pacific 
Railroad acquired title to the land clear up to the summit when it chose 
the route at Shasta•s base in 1887 (see Plate IV and Figure 11). 
Most of their land has been logged all the way to timberline on the 
east slope. In 1975 they logged next to the forested Inconstance Creek 
lava flow which extends from timberline almost to the northeastern base 
of Shasta. Two other spectacular sections located in the roadless area 
belong to the Southern Pacific Land Company: one is located on the upper 
Squaw Valley Creek on the south slope, and the other is on the north side 
in a hidden canyon which winds through a complex of forested lava domes 
and flows. 
In the area adjacent to the primitive undeveloped area, not too many 
timber sales have been made in the last few years according to the District 
Office in Redding. Shasta peak lies in two districts: McCloud on the east 
and Shasta to the north. According to Lee Bunnell: 
In 1982 McCloud timber revenue was $220,626.00 (for one sale); 
Shasta District income was $5,377.00 (for one sale). In 1983 
McCloud District had two sales totalling $698,145.00. Shasta 
had one sale, $225,837.00. 21 
Over the years many proposals and attempts have been made to try to 
protect these primitive areas, or at least part of the mountain. In 1888 
John Muir felt it should be 11 reserved as a natural park. 11 The Sisson Pro-
motional Association proposed a park in 1912, hoping to attract visitors 
from the Panama Pacific Exposition in 1915. Also, in 1912 Congressman 
21 Lee Bunnell, personal interview, Redding, CA, March 22, 1984. 
/PLATE IV/ 
S.P. STEAM TRAIN AND ENGINE, EARLY 1900s 
Source: Siskiyou County Historical Society 
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Raker submitted H.R. 22353, and then again in 1913 under H.R. 53 11 to set 
apart certain lands ... as a public park to be known as the Mount Shasta 
National Park 11 22 H.R. 52 was submitted at the same time to estab-
lish the Peter Lassen National Park. Unfortunately, attention was focused 
on Lassen when it erupted on May 30, 1914 and it was established as Mount 
Lassen Volcanic National Park in 1916. Shasta was forgotten. Congressman 
Raker tried again in 1925 with H.R. 12408. The proposal was for 206,197 
acres which extended over 324 square miles. At this time the Southern 
Pacific Company was willing to sell their lands for $2.00 per acre! The 
bill died in the House. Other bills were introduced in 1927, 1928, and 
1937, all ending in dismal failure by inaction. Secretary of Agriculture 
Jardine designed Mt. Shasta a recreation area in 1926--in effect precluding 
its possibility of becoming a national park. This designation was ignored. 
Since 1974 another voice has been raised because of concern for the 
tremendous timber cutting of areas they feel should be protected--the Mt. 
Shasta Resource Council (MSRC)--headquartered in Mt. Shasta City. They 
feel in order for their plans to be successful, the government must acquire 
the private lands on the peak. The core of their comprehensive proposal is 
a plan to name 41,000 acres as 11 Wilderness, 11 which includes the summit of 
Mount Shasta, its glaciers, lava flows, and a fringe of the Shasta red fir 
forest. As a complement to this proposed wilderness, they envision an 
additional 32,000 acre Wilderness Resource Recovery Area (WRRA) which would 
be the key to preserving the Shasta red fir forest. This area would com-
prise most of the slopes immediately below the summit Wilderness area. 
These lands would be allowed to revert to a natural state and ultimately 
be added to the initial wilderness, making the whole area a more scenic, 
22u.s. Congressional Record, Vols. 48 & 50. 
as well as ecologically complete 73,000 acre unit. The idea of allowing 
an area to revert to nature is not new but to have Congress authorize the 
Shasta-Trinity National Forest designation for this purpose would be (see 
Figure 12}. 23 
In 1979 the MSRC and various environmentalists filed an injunction 
against the Forest Service in California vs. Bergland: 
... Defendants are enjoined from relying on RARE II non-
wilderness designations and the RARE II environmental state-
ment's consideration of the impact of non-wilderness 
designations on the wilderness qualities of any area in dis-
pute when they prepare plans pursuant to the Natibnal Forest 
Management Act. Defendants are specifically ordet: __ to cons i-
der, evaluate, and assess wilderness values and possible 
wilderness classification under the Wilderness Act for each 
area in dispute, prior to the promulgation of such plans. 24 
The MSRC also made a nationwide effort to place Mount Shasta and the 
surrounding area into National Park status (1978-79). A spokesman, Bob 
Tetrault, stated: 
... downhill skiing could be accommodated in a park where 
preexisting facilities are located ... logging would have 
to be foregone within the boundary of a national recreation 
area or a national park ... I would like to see about 180,000 
acres of the mountain become a national park. 25 
It was not until the final recommendation by the Forest Service was 
announced on the outcome of the Wilderness study that MSRC began their 
crusade seeking the support of a national park proposal. The Forest Ser-
vice proposed 1.2 million acres statewide--the position favored by those 
who wish to leave as much land as possible open for logging, mining and 
other development. 26 
23 Rhodes, p. 51. 
24Mt. Shasta Resource Council Newsletter, (Mt. Shasta: 1981), p. 4. 
2\iskiyou Daily News, (Yreka, CA), February 20, 1979, 11 Make Mt. 
Shasta National Park?, 11 p. 1, col. 1-5. 
26 
Figure 12 
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The Forest Service was sued by the State of California and in 1980 
the Wall Street Journal stated: 
. The Forest Service had refused to include 2.4 million 
acres as wilderness and the State filed suit to protect one 
million acres of that area ... the Forest Service failed 
to follow the requirements of the NEPA, by ignoring the 
effects of its decision ... the Forest Service said the 
ruling against them might scuttle the entire wilderness 
designation program. 27 
Since then three wilderness bills to protect Mount Shasta have been intro-
duced: S. 1117; S. 1584 and H.R. 1437. S. 1117, submitted by Senator Alan 
Cranston in 1981, waul d 11 compri se approximately 37,000 acres ... ~1t. 
Shasta Wilderness--proposed, are hereby designated as the 'Mt. Shasta 
Wilderness. ' 1128 According to the Mount Shasta Herald, 11 Cranston reintro-
duced this bill in May in order to speed up the option of skiing on Mount 
Shasta. Sen. S. I. Hayakawa supported the bill with co-sponsorship .. 
the ski organization is also seeking support of S. 1117 from the United 
States Ski Association. 1129 At the hearing on S. 1117, before the Sub-
committee on Public Lands on November 30, 1982, many statements were given 
in favor of wilderness. As spokesman for the National and local Audubon 
Society, Chris Stromness stated, 11 ... most of the mountain has been logged 
and cut up and I ask you to please save the little that is left. 1130 Stan 
Weidert from Shasta County spoke about the real possibilities for downhill 
skiing on mountains near Mount Shasta and 11 asked that studies be done so 
27wall Street Journal, January 11, 1980, p. 42. 
28u.s. Congressional Record, 97th Cong., lst Sess. (1981), U.S.C. 
1132, No. 78, pp. 890-896. 
29Mt. Shasta Herald, November 17, 1982, p. 12, col. 5-6. 
30u.s. Congress, Senate, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, 
A Bill to Designate Certain Lands in the Shasta-Trinity National Forest, 
California, as the Mount Shasta Wilderness, Hearing, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 
November 30, 1982 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1983), pp. 142-
165. 
that Mount Shasta could be preserved for its wilderness qualities." 31 
Two months later S. 1584 was submitted by Robert C. Byrd, (for Mr. 
Cranston) "to designate certain public lands in the State of California as 
wi 1 derness, and for other purposes. "32 Both S. 1117 and S. 1584 were prac-
tically identical but the emphasis inS. 1584 was for California Wilderness 
not just for Mount Shasta. 
In mid-February 1983, Rep. Philip Burton introduced H. R. 1437 en-
titled the "California Wilderness Act of 1983."33 In it he proposed 
37,000 acres be designated as wilderness for Shasta and region, instead of 
the 36,000 acres under the Forest Service's original proposal. The MSRC 
was behind Burton all the way and fought hard to have "call-back" language 
written into the bill "that lands not chosen for skiing be immediately 
designated wilderness and those lands cannot be so altered as to change the 
wilderness characteristics, making them ineligible, prior to that final 
designation." 34 H. R. 1437 added some 57 new national forest units, pro-
tecting them from road building, logging, most mining, and oil and gas 
exploration. It was considered one of the largest bills to come out of the 
RARE rr. 35 Concurrently, Burton's bill lost impetus when the Forest Service 
abruptly "renounced the wilderness proposal of its entire Roadl ess Area Re-
view and Evaluation (RARE II) program." 36 This had been the principal 
means of designating new wilderness areas within the national forests. The 
Sierra Club was appalled. It was termed "an awesome display of backward 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid., Cong. Record, 97th Cong. 
33 Ibid., Congressional Record, 98th Cong., lst Sess., (1983). 
34Mt. Shasta Resource Council Newsletter, p. 4,5. 
35
"Panel Approves Wilderness Bill - Establishes Protections," Congres-
sional Quarterly 41 (March 1983}, p. 585. 
36 Ibid. 
logic and hostility to environmental concerns, 1137 according to the Sierra 
Club President, Denny Shaffer. The House of Representatives passed the 
11 Burton Bill 11 as a tribute to Burton•s memory on April 12, 1983. At the 
time of the passage, Representative Norman Shumway said: 
... Burton was a friend, but the bill he left goes far beyond 
the wilderness recommendations made by the Carter administration, 
regarding the National Forest Roadless Lands Plan (RARE II), as 
well as by the Reagan administration. 38 
In 1984 Shumway tried to delete more than a million acres (possibly the same 
million the Forest Service had tried to delete earlier) from the California 
Wilderness Act which would have reduced the acreage from 2.33 million acres 
to 1.278 million acres to be protected. His bill was defeated 257-136. 39 
The timber industry, always concerned with the loss of marketable tim-
ber, didn•t like the Burton bill and claimed 11 it would reduce timber harvests 
and mean the loss of thousands of jobs. 1140 However, their argument was 
countered by Charles Clusen, Deputy Executive Director of the Wilderness 
Society when he said, 11 the study shows no evidence to support such •scare 
tactic• claims. 1141 
At the present time there is a new bill in the works to be presented by 
Senators Alan Cranston and Pete Wilson during the summer of 1984 as a sub-
stitute to the Burton bill. 42 Shasta•s wilderness has not been mentioned 
as being part of this bill. 
3711 Forest Service Cuts RARE II, 11 Sierra Club Bulletin 69 (Jan/Feb 1984), 
p. 37. 
38The Stockton Record, April 14, 1983, p. 52, col. 4,5,6. 
39 Ibid., March 17, 1984, p. 7, col. 5,6. 
40 Ibid. 
41Ibid., July 28, 1983, p. 22, col. 1-5. 
42The Sacramento Union, June 29, 1984, p. 1, col. 5,6; p. 2, col. 5,6. 
EPILOGUE 
The writer believes the preservationists have the better argument 
because they are in favor of protecting the wilderness on Mount Shasta 
peak. Most of the Shasta peak area is irreplaceable, unique, and has 
extreme value. The irreplaceable portion would apply to the finest re-
maining climax forest of Shasta red fir (Abies magnifica var. shastensis) 
found 11 no where else in the world, growing without its closest relatives 
the Red and Nob 1 e firs, 111 according to Dr. Wi 11 i am Bridge Cooke, one who 
has studied Shasta's plant life for over 40 years. Many plants can be 
termed irreplaceable as well as unique. In that category, Mount Shasta 
has over 600 species of flowers, plants and ferns; 700 species of fungi and 
125 species of lichen. A rare mould is found on Shasta that only exists in 
the Swiss alps. Also, according to Cooke, 11 0ne unique plant species exists 
on the mountain, Phacelia Cookei constance. 112 
Shasta is also unique in that it is the largest volcanic peak in the 
continental United States in terms of volume--80 cubic miles-- and is snow-
capped all year. At timberline the snowfall is famous because it can be up 
to 30 or 40 feet deep. Five of the largest glaciers in California are 
located on Shasta and are still growing. 
It is quite difficult to place a value on such an unusual area. It 
is priceless, not in a monetary way, but because it is a mountain of con-
trast. It would be valuable for study of its glaciers, possibly to obtain 
1Gary Wells, Mt. Shasta National Park Proposal (Mt. Shasta: Mt. Shasta 
Resource Council, 1978), pp. 1-10. 
2Ibid. 
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a clearer understanding and appreciation of the Great Ice Age. It is an 
outstanding example of volcanism. Drastic changes in climate and plant 
and animal life could be studied more fully, because the northeast side 
receives ten inches of precipitation annually, while the southwest side 
receives over 70 inches--desert and glacier are only eight to ten miles 
apart. Perhaps someone, or some university project, could update C. Hart 
Merriam's studies done nearly a century ago. The summit hot springs pre-
sent another very interesting area for study. The hot springs are con-
tinually ringed by ice and are the site of a rare microscopic algae. 
Mount Shasta has chaparral and subalpine forests, talus and meadow, mud-
flow and icefall. There are five separate and distinct life zones found 
on Shasta. It is incredible that all this is unprotected! 
When one states that the peak is unprotected, that is not quite true. 
There is one piece of property consisting of 4,061 acres that originally 
was deeded by theUnited States government to the railroad. Since 1900 it 
has been owned by the McCloud River Club composed of an elite limited 
membership. Originally an association was formed to "preserve some of this 
wonderland for sportsman and nature lovers." 3 The land is mountainous, 
rising to 3,070 feet and is covered with forests of yellow pine, cedar, 
fir, yew, oak, madrone, maple, dogwood and, at the higher levels, sugar 
pine. The headquarters is located on the largest meadow along the McCloud 
River. Rainbow trout are native to the McCloud watershed. This beautiful 
area is not open to the public. 
Ironically, land open to the public may not be worth visiting in years 
to come if we do not protect Shasta's magnificent wilderness now. Perhaps 
3oaniel G. Volkmann, Fifty Years of the McCloud River Club (Oakland: 
Westgate Press, 1951), p. 5. 
this is a harsh statement but the following data is presented to apprise 
the reader of the use made of the Shasta-Trinity National Forest during 
1983: 
The combined forests comprise 2,174,117 acres of public land. The 
forest has a budget of $32,653.028 and employs 620 permanent and 300 sea-
sonal personnel. The counties in the jurisdiction of the forests received 
25% of the receipts, or $7,734,002. In 1983 the forest sold 238.1 million 
board feet of timber for $30,936,007. They reforested 5,721 acres and 
planted 3,400,000 seedlings and also treated 6,595 acres; built 6,343 miles 
of roads, 1,377 miles of trails and fought 67 man-caused fires and 164 
lightning fires. The forests grazed 2,000 cattle, 3,400 sheep, 40 horses 
and 75 beefalo on 32 grazing allotments. The Forest Service built 60 struc-
tures for wildlife and fisheries and improved the habitat of 2,184 acres. 
The water yield was 7.1 million acre feet. Recreation use listed over 
4,214,000 visitor days. 4 It is true--they do an inestimable job. There 
is no question about it. However, the bottom line, when one is concerned 
with wilderness preservation, is the amount of timber cutting being done. 
Since Multiple Use-Sustained Yield was passed in 1960, it has escalated 
tremendously. Timber receipts for 1960 were $4,715,356. 5 Compare that 
figure to the 1983 figure ($30,149,869) and it is noted at a glance to be 
nearly eight times higher. This is a relative figure due to the change in 
dollar value during this period, so another comparison can be made--in 
4u.S.D.A., Forest Service Special Edition, Forest Sounds, March 1984, 
p. l. 
5Ibid., Annual Collection Statements of the National Forest, Shasta-
Trinity National Forests, {_Washington: Government Printing Office, March 
1961), p. l. 
board feet being cut. In 1969 Shasta-Trinity cut 602,140 million board 
feet (MBM). 6 In 1983 238.1 MBM were cut. The increase is astronomical for 
the 15-year period. 
Perhaps the first hurried solution to the dilemma of overcutting 
would be to 11 lock up this area 11 in order to guard it. It would appear no 
one in the past wanted to face up to the fact that much of the land (such 
as that belonging to the Southern Pacific Company which was a government 
giveaway nearly 100 years ago) could have been recovered either by trade 
or purchase. It is the writer's opinion the government should try to recoup 
the valuable wilderness area. The Southern Pacific has graciously offered, 
as they have several times in the past, to negotiate with the Forest Ser-
vice. So far they are unable/unwilling to comply? 
If the S.P. follows through with plans to log 700 acres within the pro-
posed Mount Shasta Wilderness, groves of some of the world's tallest moun-
tain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) will be lo~t. Also, ·the Red Fir Ridge 
Timber Sale will involve timber harvest and new road construction in Sec-
tions 25 and 35, straddling Red Fir Ridge on the southeast slope of Mount 
Shasta. The area to be logged lies between Squaw and Mud Creeks at an 
altitude ranging from 6,600 to 7,600 feet. Timberline is at 8,000 feet 
(see Plate V). 
If logging proceeds, not only will 7,000,000 board feet of virgin 
Shasta red fir and mountain hemlock be violated, but other areas including 
the spectacular, untouched Shasta red fir of adjacent Section 36 will be 
cut off from the wilderness. (The Forest Service is considering Section 
36 for a Research Natural Area to allow permanent protection and study of 
the Shasta red fir.) However, from 2,000 to 3,000 acres of the most 
6Edward V. Salitore, California - Information Almanac, Past, Present 
and Future, (Lakewood, CA: 1973}, p. 286. 
/PLATE V/ 
MT. SHASTA AND MUD CREEK CANYON FROM THE EAST 
1800 Lithograph by Thomas Magee of Mt. Shasta 
Source: Mount Shasta Resource Council 
widespread forest and deepest canyon of the proposed wilderness may be 
deleted. 7 
John Muir's observation, made many years ago, seems appropriate to 
the present situation: 
. . . The more planless we go, the more surely we settle down 
into right relations with the mountains. If, however, we go 
out to nature with small commercial aims, vulnerable to her 
· influences in a few places only go with an object as we merely 
say to procure a load of marketable merchandise and hasten back 
again, to sell it, regarding the ground passed over as barren 
like a sailer's 'waste of waters' to be got over as fast as 
possible, that is quite another thing. 8 
The proposed Shasta-Trinity National Forest regional study is very 
interesting. It is hoped that other lines of inquiry will be suggested 
by parts of this work. A continuation of the study could yield interesting 
and significant results on the evolving role of the Forest Service in the 
general area of Mount Shasta and, especially, the ·majestic, awe-inspiring 
peak. 
7Mt. Shasta Resource Council Newsletter, (Jan . 1984), p. 1. 
8John Muir Papers, MS 08080, p. 7., Holt-Atherton Center, University 
of the Pacific, Stockton, CA. 
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APPENDIX A 
SHASTA PEAK AREA 
Source: Shasta Quadrangle, California-Siskiyou County, 15 Minute Series 
(Topographic), United States Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey. 
APPENDIX B 
How the Old Man Above Created the World 
Long, long ago, when the world was so new that even the stars were dark, 
it was very, very flat. Chareya, Old Man Above, could not see through 
the dark to the new, flat earth. Neither could he step down to it 
because it was so far below him. With a larqe stone he bored a hole in 
the sky. Then through the hole he pushed down masses of ice and snow, 
until a great pyramid rose from the plain . Old Man Above climbed down 
through the hole he had made in the sky, stepping from cloud to cloud, 
until he could put his foot on top the mass of ice and snow . Then with 
one long step he reached the earth. 
The sun shone through the hole in the sky and began to melt the ice and 
snow. It made holes in the ice and snow. When it was soft, Chareya 
bored with his finger into the earth, here and there, and planted the 
first trees. Streams from the melting snow watered the new trees and 
made them grow. Then he gathered the leaves which fell from the trees 
and blew upon them. Out of the small end he made fishes and placed 
them in the mountain streams. Of the middle of the stick, he made all 
the animals except the grizzly bear. From the big end of the stick 
came the grizzly bear, who was made master of all. Grizzly was large 
and strong and cunning. When the earth was new he walked upon two feet 
and carried a large club. So strong was Grizzly that Old Man Above 
feared the creature he had made. Therefore, so that he might be safe, 
Chareya hollowed out the pyramid of ice and snow as a tepee. There he 
lived for thousands of snows. The Indians knew he lived there because 
they could see the smoke curling from the smoke hole of his tepee. 
When the pale-face came, Old Man Above went away. There is no longer 
any smoke from the smoke hole. White men call the tepee Mount Shasta. 
Source: Judson, Myths and Legends of California, 1912, pp. 37-38. 
APPENDIX C 
ALEXANDER S. TAYLOR'S MAP OF CALIFORNIA INDIAN TRIBES, 1864 
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facing p. 171. 
APPENDIX D 
The Girl Who Married Her Brother 
A mother and her ten children were living together. The oldest was a girl 
called Ane'diwi'dowit. She was mean and her mother had to hide from her 
the youngest child, a boy, called O'manuts. Ane'diwi'dowit was wont to ask 
her mother, .. Where is that child you bore some time ago? 11 to which her 
mother would reply, 11 0h, I lost him long ago ... Every morning Ane'diwi'dowit 
saw her mother go down to the spring. She followed her, and noticed that 
the water was disturbed, as if someone had been swimming there . 
One day Ane'diwi'dowit found a long hair in the water. She measured it with 
the hair of her other brothers, and found it to be too l~ng. So she decided 
to learn whose hair it was. Every night she camped at the spring, until one 
morning she saw a strange man come down to bathe. Then she knew who had 
been disturbing the water, and to whom the hair belonged. It was O'manuts. 
She fell in love with him, and decided to marry him. She went home and 
asked her mother to prepare some food for her, as she was going away. Her 
mother gave her food, and Ane'diwi'dowit asked, 11 Who wants to accompany me? .. 
The oldest brother said, 11 !. 11 -- 11 N0, 11 replied the girl, 11 not you. 11 In a 
similar manner she refused to go with any of her other brothers. Finally 
she ran to the side of the house, put her hand there, and said, 11 This is 
the one I want to take along ... Then O'Manuts came out from where he had 
been hidden all these years, and said, 11 All right! I'll go with you ... 
they travelled all day . When night came, Ane'diwi 'dowit said, 11 Let us stop 
here! 11 So they stopped there, and the girl began to prepare the bed. 
Q'manutssuspected what she wanted of him, but he said nothing. He only 
wished she might fall sound asleep, so as to be able to run away from her. 
When she was sound asleep, he put a log in his place and left her, return-
ing to the house. He ran home, and shouted, ''Let all get ready to come 
with me! 11 They did so, and before departing cautioned everything in the 
house not to tell Ane'diwi'dowit where they had gone. But they omitted 
to tell Ashes. 
Early in the morning Ane'diwi'dowit woke up and began to speak to the log, 
thinking it to be her husband; but she soon found out the deception, 
jumped up in anger, and cried, 11 1'11 kill you! 11 
In the meantime O'manuts and his family had entered a basket and were 
drawn up to the sky. Ane'diwi'dowit came home, and inquired of everything 
in the house as to the whereabouts of her mother and brothers. No one 
waul d tell. Finally she asked Ashes, and was told that they had gone up 
to the sky. She looked up, and saw her family halfway up the sky. She 
began to weep, and called for them repeatedly to come down. But O'Manuts 
had told them not to look back, no matter how often she might call. Soon 
however, the mother looked back, and the basket began to fall. Ane'diwi'-
dowit was glad when she saw the basket coming down. She made a big fire, 
(continued) 
intending to kill her family as soon as the basket should fall into it. 
The basket came down, but when 01 Manuts hit the ground, he flew right up 
and floated away. Ane 1 diwi 1 dowit thought she had killed them all, and was 
very glad. 
After awhile 0 1 manuts came down on the ocean beach where two Sea-Gull girls 
found him. At first the girls were afraid of him, but he assured them, 
saying, 11 DOn 1 t be afraid of me! Touch me, wash me, and you will find that 
I am all right! 11 The girls did as directed, and 0 1manuts gave them a bow 
and arrow, and taught them to shoot, saying, 11 When you grow up, I want you 
to go to my sister over yonder, and watch her secretly. 11 The children 
grew up and went to their aunt 1 s house, who scared them so, that they ran 
back in a hurry. Then 0 1manuts said to his children, 11 Let us all go and 
kill my sister! She is mean. She killed my family. 11 The children promised 
to help him. · 
So they all went, and 0 1manuts began to fight with his sister, but he could 
not kill her, because the only vulnerable spot, her heart, was in the sole 
of her foot. In vain 01 manuts shot arrow after arrow at her. He could not 
kill her. His arrows were all gone, and he was almost exhausted, when 
Meadow-Lark came to his help. She told him to look at Ane 1 diwi-dowit 1 s 
heel. He did so, and saw something bright and shining. On Meadow-Lark 1 s 
advice he directed an arrow at that spot, and thus succeeded in killing the 
terrible Ane 1 diwi 1 dowit. 
Source: Frachtenberg, The Journal of American Folklore, 1915, pp. 212-216. 
NOTE: 
It is interesting to note that similar myths develop among cultures that do 
not share a common origin. The girl 1 S fate is much the same as that of 
Achilles, as told in Homer 1 s Iliad. Similar reference is to that in the 
Holy Bible when Lot 1 s wife was told not to look back or be turned into a 
pillar of salt. 
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Official Map of Shasta County (1862) 
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APPENDIX F.1 
SHASTA, TRINITY AND SISKIYOU COUNTIES MAP, 1912 
INSERT SHOWING SHASTA-TRINITY FOREST 
I I '-
Rand McNally, ( 1912). Insert: U.S. Forest Service Map, 1983. 
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Partial List-- Early Forest Personnel 
Shasta Forest 
The first man to have jurisdiction over a portion of the Shasta 
Forest was Richard L. P. Bigelow. C. J. Quigley was appointed Assistant 
Forest Ranger. On December 1, 1905, JohnS. Reed was appointed Assistant 
Forest Ranger on the Trinity Forest also. The first man with the title 
of Forest Supervisor of the whole Shasta Forest Reserve was George A. 
Coleman, appointed June 1, 1906. Temporary charge of the Trinity (also 
called Western Division) was taken over by Edward S. Mainwaring in March 
1906. 
The following Forest Supervisors worked from 1908 to 1954 on the 
Shasta Forest: 
William B. Rider (1908-1910) 
Richard F. Hammett (1910-1918) 
Norman F. Sloan (1918-1920) 
JesseR. Hall (1920-1926) 
Thomas J. Jones (1926-1934} 
JohnS. Everitt (1934-1935) 
Earl E. Bachman (1935-1937) 
Mayhew Davis (1937-1944} 
Norman J. Farrell (1944-1948) 
Robert E. Jones (1948-1954} 
Work was begun in May 1908 by District (regional) silvicultural 
office on the Ponderosa Pine nursery, located T 40N, R lW, Sect. 8, MOM, 
on the McCloud District. Nels Torstensen was first Planting Assistant. 
In May 1910 John D. Coffman was appointed Forest Assistant; the following 
month, Stuart B. Show joined the work force at the nursery. Fred W. 
Graham served as Assistant Forest Ranger in Charge of the Pilgrim Creek 
Nursery at McCloud. The October 1912 Field Program Directory mentioned 
the new nursery by name for the first time. 
Trinity Forest 
In November 1906 Edward S. Mainwaring was promoted to Supervisor of 
the Trinity Forest Reserve. In February 1907 Frederick A. Hafley was 
APPENDIX F.2 
appointed Forest Supervisor and then demoted to Ranger in 1911 when he 
was succeeded by his Deputy, Wilbur A. Huestis. 
From 1918 to 1954, the following Forest Supervisors worked on the 
Trinity Forest Reserve: 
Ernest V. Jotter (1918-1921; Acting) 
John T. Gray (1921-1922; Acting) 
Benjamin H. Mace (1922-1927) 
Frank Price (1927-1929) 
George Gowan (1929-1930) 
Millard M. Barnum (1930-1934) 
DeWitt Nelson (1934-1935; Acting) 
James Farley (1935; Spring to Fall) 
Ray Booth (1935, Fall; Acting) 
Frank Cunningham (1935-1937) 
Guerdon Ellis (1937-1946) 
Rosswell Leavitt (1946-1954) 
Paul Stathem took over the combined forest, or the Shasta-Trinity 
National Forest, in 1954 when the consolidation of the two forest occur-
red. 
Paul Stathem (1954-1972) 
William V. Jones (1972, until 10/15/72) 
Richard J. Pfilf (1972-1980) 
Bernard Coster (1980-1984) 
When Coster retires on September 4, 1984, he will be replaced by 
Robert Tyrell. 
Other positions were: Acting Forest Supervisor, Deputy Supervisor, 
Acting Forest Supervisor, Deputy Supervisor in Charge of Fire Protection, 
Grazing Examiner, Assistant Supervisor in Charge of Fire Control (title 
changed to Assistant Supervisor in Charge of Roads), and Technical Assis-
tants for Grazing, Timber Sales, Fire Dispatching, with the latter title 
changed to Fire Chief. 
Sources: U.S.D.A., Forest History Section, 1969, pp. 1-10. 
Donna Kerrigan, Telephone Interview, August 14, 1984. 
APPENDIX F.3 
Boundary Changes 
Shasta Forest 
Kind & No. Date Appr. Date Eff. Citation Effect 
Proc. 10/03/05 10/03/05 34 Stat. 3157 Established 
Proc. 09/24/06 09/24/06 34 Stat . 3235 Added Land 
E.O. 903 07/02/08 07/0l/08 Added land from 
Klamath, Trans-
ferred land to 
Klamath, Lassen 
and Trinity. 
Proc. 861 03/02/09 03/02/09 35 Stat. 2238 Added portion 
from Lassen and 
other lands 
Proc. 1106 12/16/10 12/16/10 36 Stat. 2766 Transferred part 
to Trinity. Added 
and eliminated 
other lands. 
Proc. 1206 06/19/12 06/19/12 37 Stat. 1750 Added land 
Proc. 1575 10/01/20 10/01/20 41 Stat. 1804 Transferred land 
to Modoc 
E.O. 3397 01/31/21 07/01/21 Added land from 
Lassen 
E.O. 3413 02/27/21 02/27/21 Eliminated land 
Proc. 1762 01/15/26 01/15/26 44 Stat. 2598 Added land 
E.O. 6786 06/30/34 07/01/34 Added land from 
Klamath 
Proc. 2459 02/19/41 02/19/41 6-F.R. 1097 Added land 
55 Stat. 1613 
Adm. Ord. 1 
by Secretary of 
Agriculture 09/11/46 07/01/46 ll-F.R.l0396 Added land 
Public 449 03/19/48 07/01/48 62 Stat. 83 Added land 
Adm. Ord. 4 
by Secretary 
of Agriculture 01/26/49 02/01/49 14-F.R. 449 Added land 
P.L.O. 804 02/08/52 07/01/52 17-F.R. 1425 Added land from 
Modoc. Trans-
ferred land to 
Klamath and Modoc 
(See 11 Key'' on page 117) 
(continued) 
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Shasta Forest 
Kind & No. Date Appr. Date Eff. Citation Effect 
P.L.O. 974 06/18/54 06/18/54 19-F.R. 3840 Corrected P.L.O. 
804 dated 2/8/52 
P.L.O. 1327 08/21/56 07/01/56 21-F.R. 6407 Transferred land 
to Klamath 
Public 565 07/28/58 07/28/58 72-Stat. 425 Added land 
P.L.O. 1832 04/13/59 04/13/59 24-F.R. 2994 Added land 
P.L.O. 2415 06/26/61 06/26/61 26-F.R. 5925 Eliminated land 
26-F.R. 5926 
Public 336 11/08/65 11/08/65 79 Stat. 1299 Added land (boun-
dary extension) 
P.L.O. 4482 07/15/68 07/15/68 33-F.R. 10395 Added lands trans-
ferred from Klamath; 
Eliminated lands; 
privately-owned & 
transferred to 
Klamath 
Trinity National Forest 
Kind & No. Date Appr. Date Eff. Citation Effect 
Proc. 04/26/05 04/26/05 34 Stat. 2998 Established 
Proc. 798 02/03/08 02/03/08 35 Stat. 2179 Added land 
E.O. 900 07/02/08 07/0l/08 Added land from 
Klamath, Shasta 
& Stony Creek; 
Transferred land 
to Klamath & 
Ca 1 iforni a 
Proc. 865 03/02/09 03/02/09 35 Stat. 2243 Added parts of 
Hoopa Indian Res. 
Pro c. 1105 12/16/10 12/16/10 36 Stat. 2765 Added land from 
Shasta; added & 
eliminated others 
E.O. 1480 07/17/12 03/01/12 Restored land to 
Hoopa Indian Res. 
(continued) 
I I"/ 
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Trinity National Forest 
Kind & No. Date Appr. Date Eff. Citation Effect 
Proc. 1199 06/07/12 06/07/12 37 Stat. 1745 Added land 
Proc. 1574 10/01/20 10/01/20 41 Stat. 1803 Eliminated land 
Public 683 06/20/38 52 Stat. 797 Added land 
Proc. 2733 06/03/47 06/03/47 12-F.R. 3647 Combined portion 
61 Stat. 1 0 7 0 with parts of 
Klamath & Siskiyou 
to establish The 6 
Rivers 
P. L. 0. 532 11/24/48 11/24/48 13-F.R. 7384 Transferred land 
to Mendocino 
Public 336 ll/08/65 11/08/65 79 Stat. 1299 Added land (boun-
dary extension) 
NOTE: This chronologie history begins with the Creative Act of March 3, 
1891 (26 Stat. 1103; 16 U.S.C. 471). This Act was supplemented by 
the Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 34, 35; 16 U.S.C. 475) and by the 
Weeks Act of March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 961; 16 U.S.C. 517). 
Source: U.S.D.A. Forest Service, Establishment and Modification of 
National Forest Boundaries, 1973, pp. 7-102. 
Key: Proc. - Proclamation 
E.O. - Executive Order 
P.L.O.- Public Land Order 
Public- Public Law 
Adm. Ord. - Administrative Order 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
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REVENUE COMPARISON, 1906-1924 
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SHASTA FOREST TRINITY FOREST 
Timber 
---
Grazing Timber Grazing 
$ 770.74 $ 2,677 .24 $ 250.00 $ 4,112.36 
5,411.85 4,298.39 7,647.23 4,890.21 
16,911.06 4,309.45 4,151.15 
4,453.80 2,612.16 71.40 3,846.85 
6,946.95 2,641.73 1,470.29 3,480.02 
14,431.70 . 2,500.06 1,072.25 3,049.10 
6,700.72 2,644.50 1,123.40 3,406. 71 ' 
9,866.49 2,920.27 1,920.47 4,020.85 
16,206.60 3,291.51 4,315.83 3,962.42 
15,574.14 4,084.36 947.81 4,811.97 
24,338.55 4,384.46 1,560.14 4,885.55 
37,584.07 6,772.91 332.75 6,463.21 
54,418.24 7,063.09 955.71 7,151.17 
27,969.08 13,215.15 193.43 10,847.59 
76,001.88 12,036.88 730.78 10,545.93 
58,067.99 12,646.21 828 .16 10,912.19 
25,269.29 6,209.04 942.08 6,551.75 
160,137.70 11 ,034. 79 669.89 10 '778 .66 
171,270.40 6,237.07 231.45 6,182.79 
$732,331.25 $111,579.27 $25,263.07 $114,050.48 
16% Increase 4% Increase 1% Increase 4% Increase 
The total income for California, all National Forests was 
$4,678,098.03 for timber revenue, and $2,549,874 .13 for grazing for the 
years 1906-1924. 
Source: U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, 
National Forests and the Public Domain, (1925), pp. 1795- 1797. 
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